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Abstract
In recent years, the growth of smart phone industry drives its users to demand bet-
ter quality multimedia services while achieving faster internet speeds. With a higher
number of subscribers and more data hungry applications, there is a need to improve
the current 3G HSDPA data rate until the 4G network is fully implemented globally.
Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to improve the downlink data rate of the HSDPA sys-
tem throughput through both transmitter and receiver optimisations while balancing
the complexities of the optimisation algorithms.
Initially, improving system throughput through power allocation strategies is in-
vestigated in this thesis. Current schemes proposed in the literature that use Equal
SINR Equal Rate (ESER) allocation can improve the system throughput for single rate
allocation but require a rather high complexity. In this thesis, a System Value (SV) cri-
terion is proposed to decrease the traditional ESER allocation method while achieving
similar system throughput performance.
To further increase the system throughput, a Successive Interference Cancellation
(SIC) receiver is proposed which not only improves the data rate but also has a reduced
complexity. The proposed SIC receiver can be used in conjunction with both ESER
allocation schemes as well as equal energy allocation schemes.
Another transmitter optimisation strategy is to improve the signature sequences.
A signature sequence design that minimises correlations between the sequences while
reducing the Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) and noise is proposed. To reduce the
amount of channel state information required, a signature sequence selection method
which removes the signature sequences that are heavily aﬀected by interference is also
proposed.
The proposed optimisation strategies have been veriﬁed through MATLAB simu-
lations. Moreover, practical measurements using the National Instruments (NI)-PXIe
testbed have been carried out for the proposed SIC algorithm which further conﬁrm its
eﬀectiveness in a real world environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to the emergence of smart phones and tablets with its data-hungry applications,
telecommunications has been one of the fastest growing industries [1] where service
providers have to meet the ever-growing demand on data speeds. The fourth generation
(4G) Long Term Evolution (LTE) system has recently been introduced worldwide to
meet the demand but requires service providers to upgrade their base stations and
change the network architectures [2]. However, a more economic alternative is proposed
in this thesis aiming at improving the current third generation (3G) HSDPA system by
optimising the transceiver design such that it can achieve a sum rate close to the LTE
equivalent (under the same bandwidth and channel conditions). This implies that the
existing base stations and network architectures can still be used while providing faster
Internet speed to the end users.
1.1 Evolution of Telecommunications
Wireless communications was initially developed for voice transmission which then
evolved to support simple text messaging and mobile Internet. The ﬁrst integrated
voice and mobile service came in the 3G system [3]. It employed Wide Code Division
Multiple Access (WCDMA) which supports parallel transmissions for multiple users
through the use of spreading codes. However, the initial release of WCDMA Release
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99 has a peak data rate of only 2Mbps and only achieves 384kbps in practice [4] which
can only cater for the low-end data applications.
The introduction of HSDPA which is a packet based service, further enhances
the peak data rate to 14Mbps. This scheme allows all the spreading codes to be
assigned to a single user and supports Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) and fast
scheduling which further optimises the downlink throughput compared to WCDMA [5].
The AMC allows the use of more discrete rates by choosing a combination of modulation
techniques, transport block sizes and coding scheme that are best suited for the current
channel condition [6].
With the continuous growth in the smart phone and tablet industry and its data
hungry applications, there needs to be further enhancements in Internet speeds [7]. The
use of multiple antennas is an attractive way to further increase system throughput
without requiring additional bandwidth by exploiting a new dimension - space [811].
Therefore, the Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) schemes have been introduced
to the HSDPA system in release 7 for the two-transmit-antenna system [12] which
further pushes the peak data rate to 28Mbps for the downlink while the four-transmit-
antenna scheme has been recently incorporated in release 11 [13].
1.2 Wireless Channel with Multipath Propagation
Contrary to the traditional communications systems with ﬁxed lines, wireless commu-
nications systems can transfer information between two or more points without being
connected by electrical conductors. This enhances users' experience by supporting mo-
bility so that users can call and surf the Internet while on the go. However, radio wave
propagation in the wireless channel is more dynamic and unpredictable. The presence of
certain objects such as buildings, mountains and water bodies causes physical phenom-
ena during radio propagation including reﬂections, diﬀractions and scattering [14, 15].
Therefore, in addition to Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), the performance of
wireless communications systems is highly aﬀected by the channel environment [16].
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Channel fading occurs when the signal amplitude varies over time and frequency. A
wireless channel can experience two types of fading: large-scale fading and small-scale
fading. Large-scale fading occurs when the mobile handset moves over a large distance.
It is caused by path loss of a signal or shadowing of large objects. In contrast, small-scale
fading is the rapid ﬂuctuations of the signal levels from constructive and destructive
interference of multiple signal paths (multipath) and varies over small distances.
The eﬀect of frequency selective multipath propagation strongly aﬀects the achiev-
able data rate of a wireless system. In [1719], practical measurements have been
produced and evaluated which showed that the achievable data rate is much lower than
the channel capacity, especially in environments with signiﬁcant time dispersion includ-
ing heavily populated urban environments [19]. Although the spreading codes of the
HSDPA system are orthogonal to each other at the transmitter, the presence of multi-
path distorts the orthogonality between spreading codes when the signal arrives at the
receiver and induces Inter-Code Interference (ICI). Furthermore, the received signals
are also overlapping with each other, which causes Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). The
presence of such interferences together with estimation and Channel State Information
(CSI) loss causes a degradation in performance of the HSDPA system. Hence, the
diﬀerence between practical data rates and peak data rates is observed. The aim of
this thesis is to maximise the data rate by minimising the ICI and ISI through various
transmitter and receiver optimisation techniques.
The HSDPA downlink optimisation can be viewed as a two-part problem [6]: multi-
user scheduling such as [20, 21] and single-user physical link throughput optimisation.
The MIMO technology in the HSDPA system speciﬁed in release 7 only considers single-
user MIMO and does not apply multi-user MIMO. Therefore, this thesis addresses the
optimisation problem for single-user to maximise the system throughput while reducing
the intra-cell interference. The MIMO frequency selective (multipath) channel model
used throughout this thesis will be introduced next.
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1.3 Frequency Selective MIMO Channel Model
A multipath fading model can be statistically characterised by its Power Delay Proﬁle
(PDP) and Doppler power spectrum. The PDP deﬁnes the time dispersion and fre-
quency selectivity of a channel while the Doppler power spectrum deﬁnes the coherent
time. The PDPs of diﬀerent channels are normally given in the standards such as [22,23]
for evaluation. As the channel is re-estimated for each block of data, a block fading
channel model is assumed and therefore, Doppler eﬀects are not considered throughout
the thesis.
Deﬁning Tc as the chip period, the symbol period is given by ρ = NTc, where N
is the spreading factor of the HSDPA system. For a radio channel with L resolvable
paths, the PDP that is sampled at every chip period PTc(n) is represented by:
PTc(n) =
L−1∑
l=0
PTc,lδ(n− l) (1.1)
where PTc,l is the power of the l
th path, n is the sample number and δ is the Dirac
function. After sampling, the power is normalised so that the PDP has a unity power
gain. This produces the normalised square root of the PDP which can be represnted
by the vector h = [h0, . . . , hl, . . . , hL−1]T where
hl =
√
PTc,l∑L−1
j=0 PTc,j
for l = 0, ..., L− 1. (1.2)
In this thesis, a MIMO channel model is used having NT transmit antennas and
NR receive antennas. The MIMO paths between each pair of transmit and receive
antennas (say nt and nr) can be represented by the normalised channel impulse response
h(nr,nt) = [h
(nr,nt)
0 , ..., h
(nr,nt)
L−1 ]
T ∈ CL×1 with Rayleigh distribution generated from the
normalised square root PDP.
It is assumed that the channel conditions between each pair of antennas (nr, nt)
have the same PDP (but diﬀerent and uncorrelated channel impulse response), which
can be represented by the channel convolutional matrix between each pair of antennas
as:
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H(nr,nt) =

h
(nr,nt)
0 , 0 · · · 0
h
(nr,nt)
1 , h
(nr,nt)
0 ,
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
h
(nr,nt)
L−1 , h
(nr,nt)
L−2 ,
. . . 0
0 h
(nr,nt)
L−1 ,
. . . 0
0 0
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0
. . . 0
0 0
. . . h
(nr,nt)
0
0 0
. . . h
(nr,nt)
1
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · h(nr,nt)L−1

∈ C(N+L−1)×N , (1.3)
while the overall MIMO channel matrix is represented as:
H =

H(1,1), · · · , H(1,NT )
...
. . .
...
H(NR,1), · · · , H(NR,NT )
 ∈ CNR(N+L−1)×NTN . (1.4)
Due to the presence of multipath, some of the information in the received signal will
be spilled over to the previous and next symbol period and causes ISI. To compensate
for the ISI, the received signal of the previous and next symbol period will need to
be considered. The MIMO channel of the previous symbol block and the next symbol
block are represented by H1 and H2 respectively, and are deﬁned as follows:
H1 =
(
INR ⊗
(
JTN+L−1
)N)
H ∈ CNR(N+L−1)×NTN (1.5)
H2 =
(
INR ⊗ JNN+L−1
)
H ∈ CNR(N+L−1)×NTN (1.6)
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where J is the shift matrix and the lower script deﬁnes its dimension. In this case the
dimension is (N + L− 1)× (N + L− 1) and the shift matrix is formed as follows:
JN+L−1=
 0TN+L−1, 0
IN+L−1, 0N+L−1
 ∈ C(N+L−1)×(N+L−1) (1.7)
When a matrix is multiplied by
(
JT
)N
, the columns of the matrix will be shifted up
by N chips (hence previous symbol block) while multiplying the matrix with JT shifts
the columns of the matrix down by N chips (next symbol block). The empty contents
after shifting are ﬁlled with zeros. In the next section the challenges in the HSDPA
systems to be addressed in this thesis are outlined.
1.4 Challenges of the HSDPA System
A number of research gaps that have not been addressed fully in the literature will be
discussed in this thesis. These challenges are outlined below:
1. Complexity of the constraint optimisation approach: Due to the mul-
tipath propagation in the wireless channel, the received SINRs of each spread
channel is diﬀerent if equal energy allocation is used. When allocating equal rate
to all the spread channels, the chosen rate has to satisfy the spread channel with
the worst received SINR (lowest channel gain). Therefore, to maximise the sys-
tem throughput, the SINRs of diﬀerent spread channels have to be aligned. With
a target (ﬁxed) SINR, the SINRs of all spread channels can be equalised through
iterative energy allocation. This is known as the Equal SINR Equal Rate (ESER)
allocation scheme. However, the sum energy of this scheme is only known after
the iterative energy adjustment process for each target SINR. Hence, the SINR
that maximises the system throughput within the energy budget is not known
until the iterative energy adjustment process is ﬁnished. Given a set of modula-
tion and coding rates (also referred to as discrete bit rate in this thesis) available,
as well as the relationship between bit rate and SINR, iterative energy alloca-
tion process is carried out for each discrete bit rate. The discrete bit rate that
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maximises the system throughput without exceeding the total energy available
will then be selected. This process involves two loops: the inner loop is for the
iterative energy allocation (say Imax = 1000 iterations) with matrix inversions,
while the outer loop is for each target discrete bit rate/SINR (say P iterations).
This method requires a minimum complexity of PImaxO(α) where O(α) is the
complexity of inverting α × α matrix. Therefore, even though the ESER alloca-
tion maximises the system throughput given an energy constraint for single rate
allocation, it is not practical to implement due to its complexity. As a result,
further simpliﬁcation is required to reduce the iterative search of the maximum
discrete bit rate to make the system more feasible to implement.
2. Complexity of the SIC receiver: Interference cancellation receivers are used
to further maximise the system throughput by cancelling the detected signal in a
spread channel by spread channel basis to reduce the overall interference. An SIC
receiver was developed in [24] for the HSDPA system which can also be applied
to the ES allocation. However, the complexity is very heavy as it requires one
matrix inversion per spread channel in each energy allocation loop. Deﬁning the
total number of spread channels as K, the SIC with ES allocation will require
K times more matrix inversion than the non-SIC receiver as described in point
1, making it even more diﬃcult to implement into the hardware. Although the
improvements in data rate of the SIC receiver is attractive, a lot of simpliﬁcations
will be required to make it practically feasible to implement.
3. Signature sequence optimisation: Signature sequence optimisation is another
way to further optimise the system throughput. This is because after transmit-
ting through the frequency selective multipath channel, the simple Orthogonal
Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes which are orthogonal at the transmitter
lose their orthogonality at the receiver and causes inter-code and inter-symbol in-
terferences 1. Therefore, the aim of signature sequence optimisation strategies in
most literature is to ensure the signature sequences are orthogonal to each other
when received. However, most of these strategies require large amount of Channel
1Except in the special case of frequency ﬂat channels where the received signature sequences preserve
their orthogonality.
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State Information at the Transmitter (CSIT). In the Frequency Division Duplex
(FDD) system, CSIT is obtained through feedback. Hence, it is important to
optimise the signature sequences without requiring too much CSIT when FDD
systems are used. On the other hand, the traditional water-ﬁlling algorithms re-
moves those subchannels with low gains to increase the system capacity. Based
on the water-ﬁlling channel removal method, the following questions have been
raised:
(a) Will removing signature sequences with low SINR increase the system through-
put for both EE and ES allocation?
(b) If so, can an algorithm that searches for the number of signature sequences
to be removed to maximise the system throughput be developed without
requiring too much CSIT?
1.5 Thesis Outline
Initially, in Chapter 2, the HSDPA system model to be used in Chapter 2 to 4 is
described. Then, the constraint optimisation problem is explained and the new optimi-
sation metric: System Value (SV) criterion is introduced. After that, the use of ESER
approach is presented and compared to the simple EEER approach. Furthermore, the
complexity of the ESER approach is also considered when used in conjunction with
the constraint optimisation method which requires an inner loop for iterative energy
adjustment and an outer loop that tests all discrete rates. Following that, the use of the
SV criterion to eliminate the outer loop required in the ESER constraint optimisation
approach is proposed [25].
In Chapter 3, the system throughput presented in Chapter 2 is further optimised by
using the novel symbol-level SIC receiver that integrates equalisation and despreading
to cancel spatial and temporal interference [25, 26]. Then, a simpliﬁed SIC algorithm
is proposed which can be integrated with the SV criterion to reduce the complexity of
the calculation of SVs as well as further reduces the complexity of the ESER scheme
(in particular, the energy adjustment process). Finally, the proposed SIC algorithm
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is further veriﬁed under practical measurements based on the National Instruments
(NI)-PXIe testbed.
In Chapter 4, signature sequence optimisation techniques are explored. A signature
sequence design that minimises correlations between codes while reducing inter-symbol
interference and noise is proposed which requires full CSIT. When FDD system is
implemented, only the receiver has full knowledge of CSI which means that CSIT is
obtained through feedback. Therefore, a more practical signature sequence optimisation
scheme is proposed without inducing too much CSI feedback. This method removes
the signature sequences that have low received SINRs so that higher data rates can be
allocated to the spread channels with high SINRs. This signature sequence selection
method can be applied to both EE and ES allocation schemes with and without the
proposed SIC receiver. Finally, the sum rate loss due to partial CSIT for diﬀerent
HSDPA MIMO systems with and without the proposed SIC receiver are evaluated.
Lastly, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 5. A list of the main contributions and
recommendations for future work are also piy;omrf.

Chapter 2
Constraint Optimisation and
System Value Approach
In this chapter, the use of power allocation (a transmitter optimisation strategy) with
a symbol-level Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equaliser is considered to max-
imise the system throughput for equal rate allocation subject to a power constraint.
A novel System Value (SV) based optimisation criterion is proposed to provide a com-
putationally eﬃcient energy allocation method to maximise the system throughput
with equal rate (or two rates) allocation. It is shown that the system throughput of
the power allocation scheme with the proposed SV based maximisation criterion can
achieve performance close to the system's sum rate with reduced complexity.
2.1 Link Throughput Maximisation
In the HSDPA system, a ﬁxed set of orthogonal spreading codes known as the Orthogo-
nal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes are used for the single-input single-output
(SISO) system. In the case of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, a larger
set of signature sequence with double the length is required. Therefore, MIMO spread-
ing codes are created by applying precoding to the OVSF codes. Note that these
spreading codes are orthogonal at the transmitter, but this orthogonality is generally
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lost at the receiver1, creating inter-code interference (ICI) and inter-symbol interference
(ISI) which degrades the system's performance [19]. In [27,28], it has been shown that
the use of a linear MMSE receiver followed by a despreader can help to partially restore
the orthogonality between codes. Therefore, an MMSE receiver is considered in this
chapter.
Transmitter optimisation [29] includes signature sequence design which will be
described in Chapter 3 and power allocation which is discussed in this chapter. The use
of iterative energy adaptation for power allocation purposes has been explored in [3032]
which focuses on transceiver design optimisation while [3337] focus on performing joint
rate and power allocation at the transmitter. These power allocation strategies require
iterative power adjustment to achieve a target optimisation criterion such as a target
rate allocation or signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR). There are two main
objectives in joint rate and power adaptations. The ﬁrst objective is to increase the
power eﬃciency (or equivalently, reducing the amount of power required) to maintain
the same quality of service or data rate such as [3840]. This objective is mainly
used for voice communications and ad-hoc network where reducing power usage is the
priority. The second objective is to maximise the data rate subject to the total power
available such as [3033,3537,39]. The focus of this chapter is to optimise the system
throughput for single rate allocation through iterative power adjustment using a new
optimisation metric, System Value (SV) criterion without being too computationally
intensive. Before proceeding to the problem deﬁnition, a system model will be deﬁned in
the next section, together with the MMSE receiver, the spreading sequence formation as
well as energy and SNR deﬁnitions. Following that, power allocation schemes including
Equal Energy Equal Rate (EEER) and equal SINR equal rate allocation schemes will
be discussed. This is then followed by a description of the Equal Energy Two-Group
(EETG) and Equal SINR Two-Group (ESTG) schemes to further increase the system
throughput. After that, the use of SV criterion to simplify the complexity of the
ESER and ESTG schemes while maximising the system throughput will be introduced.
Finally, results and conclusions are presented.
1The orthogonality between the spreading codes is lost after transmitting over the frequency selec-
tive multipath channel. However, the orthogonality is preserved if the channel is frequency ﬂat.
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2.2 The MIMO HSDPA Transceiver Model
A MIMO HSDPA system model is described in this section with a total number of
transmit antennas NT and receive antennas NR. For a SISO system, NT = NR = 1.
The HSDPA system uses OVSF codes as channelisation codes with a spreading factor
of N . The use of precoding with OVSF codes forms a set of signature sequences for
MIMO systems. The formation of spreading codes is given in Section 2.2.3. The total
number of spread channels (signature sequences) that is used to transmit information is
K ≤ min(NT , NR)N for a MIMO system. The optimum number of spreading sequences
is denoted as K? ≤ K and is used when signature sequence selection is performed in
Chapter 4. When signature sequence selection is not performed (as in this chapter),
K? = K.
The transceiver model is shown in Figure 2.1, which consists of transmitter, channel
and receiver parts. Streams of bits are sent from the transmitter where they are encoded
and mapped to symbols, spread and energy weighted to produce a transmit vector znt
for each transmit antenna before up-converting to the Radio Frequency (RF). The
channel consists of multipaths and noise was presented in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1
(page 26). After down-converting from RF to baseband at the receiver, each antenna
receives a signal rnr which contains the transmitted signal, together with interferences
from multipath and noise. The received signals are then despread and demapped to
binary bits. The next subsection will describe the transmitter.
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2.2.1 The HSDPA Transmitter Architecture
The ﬁrst step of transmission is to generate binary data bit packets uk for k = 1, ...,K
?
spreading sequences. These data bits are then encoded and modulated using Quadra-
ture Amplitude Modulation (QAM). The channel coding rate is deﬁned as rcode, whilst
the number of constellation points of QAM is represented by M which means each
QAM symbol represents b = log2M bits. Hence, the eﬀective bit rate after modulation
and coding is bp = rcode× log2M , while the eﬀective bit rate carried over the kth spread
channel is represented by bpk . The coding rate and the modulation scheme are cho-
sen according to Channel State Information (CSI) of the previous Transmission Time
Interval (TTI), which is obtained through feedback from the receiver to the transmitter.
The symbols which are mapped from the encoded bits (at Point A, Figure 2.1) are
represented by the symbol vector xk ∈ CN(x)×1 for k = 1, ...,K?, where N (x) = TTINTc is
the number of symbols per packet over 1 TTI. It is assumed that the symbol vectors
have unity norm, i.e. xHk xk = 1. The symbols to be transmitted across all the K
?
spread channels can be represented by an overall symbol matrix:
X = [x1, ..., xK? ] =

y(1)T
...
y(ρ)T
...
y(N (x))T

∈ CN(x)×K? (2.1)
where y(ρ)T denotes the symbols across all spread channels at the ρth symbol period
and y(ρ) is given as follows:
y(ρ) = [y1(ρ), y2(ρ), ..., yK?(ρ)]
T ∈ CK?×1 (2.2)
with yk(ρ) representing the symbol to be sent over the k
th spread channel at symbol
period ρ.
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Energies Ek for k = 1, ...,K
? are then allocated to each spreading sequence subject
to an energy constraint:
K?∑
k=1
Ek ≤ ET . (2.3)
These energies across all the spreading sequences are represented by an amplitude
matrix:
A = diag
[√
E1,
√
E2, ...,
√
EK?
]
∈ RK?×K? . (2.4)
The energy weighted symbols are then spread by a set of spreading sequences (at Point
B, Figure 2.1). Deﬁning the set of OVSF channelisation codes as SOV SF ∈ CN×N ,
and the precoding matrix as F ∈CNT×min(NT ,NR), the MIMO signature sequence set is
given by SF = F ⊗ SOV SF ∈ C(NTN)×min(NT ,NR)N , and a subset K? spreading codes
are selected for transmission:
S = [s1,s2, ..., sK? ] =

S1
S2
...
SNT

∈ C(NTN)×K? (2.5)
where |sk|2 = 1 and the spreading sequence matrix of the ntht antenna is represented by
Snt ∈ CN×K? . The transmit vector for each antenna of each symbol period (see Point
C, Figure 2.1) is therefore given by:
znt(ρ) = SntAy(ρ) ∈ CN×1 (2.6)
which are then fed to the pulse shaping ﬁlter at integer multiples of Tc before up
converting to the desired carrier frequency. The transmit vector that contains signals
from all antennas is represented by:
z(ρ) =

z1(ρ)
z2(ρ)
...
zNT (ρ)

= SAy(ρ) ∈ C(NTN)×1 (2.7)
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while the transmit vectors for the previous and next symbol period can be formed as
follows:
z(ρ− 1) = SAy(ρ− 1) ∈ C(NTN)×1, (2.8)
z(ρ+ 1) = SAy(ρ+ 1) ∈ C(NTN)×1. (2.9)
Note that when ρ = 1, z(ρ− 1) = 0NTN and when ρ = N (x), z(ρ+ 1) = 0NTN .
2.2.2 The HSDPA Receiver Architecture
After the signal is transmitted over the multipath channel as described in Section 1.3,
the signal arrives at the receiver at radio frequency. The received signals are then
down-converted to base band, the signals are sampled at integer multiples of Tc. The
overall received signal after the chip matched ﬁlter at baseband of all receive antenna
is represented by the vector:
r(ρ) = Hz(ρ)+H1z(ρ−1)+H2z(ρ+1)+n(ρ) =

r1(ρ)
r2(ρ)
...
rNR(ρ)

∈ CNR(N+L−1)×1 (2.10)
where n(ρ) ∈ CNR(N+L−1)×1 is the noise vector at the output of the receiver chip
matched ﬁlter with properties E
{
n(ρ)nH(ρ)
}
= σ2nINR(N+L−1). The received vector
at each nthr received antenna is represented by rnr(ρ) ∈ C(N+L−1)×1 (see Point D,
Figure 2.1).
The received signature sequence of the current symbol period Q, the previous
symbol period Q1 and the next symbol period Q2 are deﬁned as:
Q = HS =
[
q
1
, q
2
, ..., q
K?
]
∈ CNR(N+L−1)×K? , (2.11)
Q1 = H1S =
[
q
1,1
, ..., q
k,1
, ..., q
K?,1
]
∈ CNR(N+L−1)×K? , (2.12)
Q2 = H2S =
[
q
1,2
, ..., q
k,2
, ..., q
K?,2
]
∈ CNR(N+L−1)×K? . (2.13)
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From Equation (2.10) and Equation (2.11), it can be seen that the received signal per
antenna and the signature sequences are L − 1 chips longer than at the transmitter
(see Equations (2.7) and (2.5) for comparisons). This shows that the received signals
are aﬀected by ISI and ICI after passing through the channel. To reduce ICI and
ISI, the samples of the previous and next symbol period are taken into account in the
despreading process by using Equation (2.12) and Equation (2.13) as shown in [41].
Furthermore, an MMSE equaliser will be used in this chapter to partially restore the
orthogonality between codes. The MMSE equaliser architecture will be described next.
The MMSE Equaliser
Deﬁning yˆk(ρ) as the estimated symbol of the k
th spread channel at the symbol period
ρ, the MMSE equaliser aims to minimise the Mean Square Error (MSE) between each
transmitted symbol and estimated symbol: εk = E {|yˆk(ρ)− yk(ρ)|}. The normalised
MMSE linear despreading ﬁlter coeﬃcients wk can be formed using the following equa-
tion:
wk =
C−1q
k
qH
k
C−1q
k
∈ CNR(N+L−1)×1 (2.14)
where C is the covariance matrix formed as follows:
C = E
{
r(ρ)r(ρ)H
} ∈ CNR(N+L−1)×NR(N+L−1) (2.15)
= QA2QH + Q1A
2QH1 + Q2A
2QH2 + σ
2
nINR(N+L−1). (2.16)
The despreading coeﬃcients of all spread channels (see point E, Figure 2.1) can be
represented by a matrix as follows:
W = [w1, w2, ..., wK? ] ∈ CNR(N+L−1)×K
?
. (2.17)
The estimated symbol yˆ(ρ) of the transmitted symbol y(ρ) can be obtained after de-
spreading (at point F, Figure 2.1) as below:
yˆ(ρ) = [yˆ1(ρ), yˆ2(ρ), ..., yˆK?(ρ)]
T = WHr(ρ) ∈ CK?×1 (2.18)
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where
Xˆ = [xˆ1, xˆ2, ..., xˆK? ] =

yˆ(1)T
...
yˆ(ρ)T
...
yˆ(N (x))T

∈ CN(x)×K? . (2.19)
The SINR of the kth spread channel is given as:
γk =
Ek
∣∣∣wHk qk∣∣∣
K?∑
j=1
j 6=k
Ej
∣∣∣wHk qj∣∣∣
︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference from other codes
+
K?∑
j=1
Ej
∣∣∣wHk qj,1∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISI from ρ−1
+
K?∑
j=1
Ej
∣∣∣wHk qj,2∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISI from ρ+1
+ σ2nw
H
k wk︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
. (2.20)
When MSE εk of each k
th spread channel is minimised at the output of the MMSE de-
spreader, the SINR of the kth spread channel can be rewritten by substituting Equation
(2.14) into Equation (2.20) as follows:
γk =
Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
1− EkqHk C−1qk
(2.21)
and there is relationship between system value λk, εk and γk as given below:
λk = 1− εk = γk
1 + γk
= Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
. (2.22)
Next, the formation of signature sequences for the HSDPA system will be described.
2.2.3 Channelisation Codes for the HSDPA System
The channelisation codes (or signature sequences for SISO case) used in the HSDPA
system are the OVSF codes with a spreading factor of N = 16, as speciﬁed in the
HSDPA standard in [42]. The OVSF codes are formed in a recursive manner from
j = 0 to j = log2(N) where n = 1, ..., N . By initiating S0 = 1, the recursive OVSF
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codes Sj can be formed as follows:
Sj =
 Sj−1, Sj−1
Sj−1, −Sj−1
 ∈ C2j×2j . (2.23)
As an example, the steps of forming OVSF codes with N = 4 (i.e. Sj for j = 0, 1, 2) is
given below:
1. Initiate S0 = 1.
2. Form S1 =
 S0, S0
S0, −S0
 =
 1, 1
1, −1
.
3. Form S2 =
 S1, S1
S1, −S1
 =

1, 1, 1, 1
1, −1, 1, −1
1, 1, −1, −1
1, −1, −1, 1

.
Hence, the ﬁnal OVSF codes represented by SOV SF for N = 4 is SOV SF = S2.
Using the same method, the OVSF codes for the HSDPA with N = 16 can be formed
such that SOV SF = S4. As this chapter concentrates on the 2 × 2 MIMO spatial
multiplexing system, a precoding codebook needs to be deﬁned to form a set of signature
sequences for the MIMO system with 2 transmit antennas.
2.2.4 PCI Codebook for Two Transmit Antennas
The precoding matrix F for the HSDPA with two transmit antennas is given in [43]
which is formed as follows:
F =
 F1, F1
F2, −F2
 ∈ C2×2 (2.24)
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with the precoding weights given as follows:
F1 =
1√
2
, (2.25)
F2 ∈
{
1 + j
2
,
1− j
2
,
−1 + j
2
,
−1− j
2
}
. (2.26)
Deﬁning Fn to represent diﬀerent codebooks, where n is the index of the codebooks,
the PCI table for two transmit antennas is given in Table 2.1. The precoding matrix
Fn
?
that can achieve the highest sum rate is selected to be used for transmission, so
that F = Fn
?
.
Table 2.1: PCI for Two Transmit antennas
Codebook 1 stream 2 streams
F0
[
1√
2
1+j
2
] [
1√
2
1√
2
1+j
2
−1−j
2
]
F1
[
1√
2
1−j
2
] [
1√
2
1√
2
1−j
2
−1+j
2
]
F2
[
1√
2−1+j
2
] [
1√
2
1√
2−1+j
2
1−j
2
]
F3
[
1√
2−1−j
2
] [
1√
2
1√
2−1−j
2
1+j
2
]
With the channelisation codes and the precoding matrix as described above, the
full set of signature sequences for the MIMO system can be formed using the following
equation:
SF = F⊗ SOV SF ∈ C(NTN)×(NTN) (2.27)
2.2.5 Energy and SNR Deﬁnitions
The aim of this chapter is to maximise the total data rate for a given amount of total
energy ET where it is deﬁned as the total energy per symbol period. The energy
assigned to each spreading code for each symbol period is given as Ek for k = 1, ...,K
?
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where
K?∑
k=1
Ek ≤ ET . (2.28)
With the chip period deﬁned as Tc as shown in the previous chapter, the relation to the
symbol period is given as ρ = NTc where N is the spreading factor (processing gain).
This also implies that the total chip energy in a chip period has the energy Ec with the
relationship of ET = NEc.
In QAM system, the average chip SNR per receive antenna is given as EcN0 where N0
is the single sided power spectral density. This relation holds if the PDP of the channel
is normalised (as deﬁned in Chapter 1). This means that the average power gain of
the channel impulse response vector between each pair of antennas is normalised, i.e.
E
{
(hnr,nt)Hhnr,nt
}
= 1. When the mean square error (MSE) is between the transmit
and received symbols are minimised at the output of the receiver (point F of Figure
2.1), the SINR at the output of the despreading unit of the kth spreading sequence
(also referred to as received SINR of the kth spread channel), γk can be calculated as:
γk =
Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
1− EkqHk C−1qk
. (2.29)
The above parameters are also illustrated in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Energies and SNR deﬁnitions
Symbol Deﬁnition
ET Total energy in a symbol period
Ek Energy of a spread channel
Ec Total energy in a chip period
Tc Chip period
NTc Symbol period
σ2n AWGN power per dimension
N0/2 Double sided power spectral density of AWGN
Ec/N0 Chip SNR per receive antenna
γk SINR at the output of despreader for the k
th spreading sequence
N Spreading factor
In the next section, the constraint optimisation problem formulation will be deﬁned.
After that, the equal rate allocation for the simple equal energy distribution as well as
the more optimised equal SINR scheme is described.
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2.3 The Constraint Optimisation Problem
The aim of this chapter is to maximise the total rate RT =
∑K?
k=1 bpk where bpk is the
discrete bit allocated to each spreading sequence subject to the total energy available
ET =
∑K?
k=1Ek. This optimisation can be done by varying energy allocation and can
be formulated as a mathematical expression as follows:
maxRT =
K?∑
k−1
bpk (2.30)
s.t.

K?∑
k=1
Ek ≤ ET (2.31a)
Ek =
Γ(2bpk − 1)(
1 + Γ(2bpk − 1)) qH
k
C−1q
k
(2.31b)
and bpk = bp ∈ {b1, . . . , bP } for k = 1, . . . ,K? (2.31c)
where C is a function of E1, . . . , EK? and Γ is the gap value (a constant).
Similar problems of optimising the total rate have been explored in literature in
terms of maximising the minimum weighted SINR [44], minimising MSE [4547] or
maximising the weighted sum rate [48].
Given that the MMSE receiver is used (as shown in the system model in Section
2.2), the problem stated in Equation (2.30) can be tackled through addressing a closely
related problem: the sum MSE minimisation problem. It has been shown in [49, 50]
that minimising the sum MSE is equivalent to maximising a lower bound of the sum
rate. With the aim of maximising the total rate, the SV optimisation metric proposed
in this chapter is closely related to MSE through the following equation:
εk = 1− λk for k = 1, ...,K? (2.32)
where εk is the MSE of the k
th spread channel and λk is the SV of the k
th spread
channel. Therefore, minimising sum MSE is related to maximising sum SV as shown
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in the following equation:
K?∑
k=1
εk = K
? −
K?∑
k=1
λk for k = 1, ...,K
? (2.33)
given that K? is a constant and λk for k = 1, ...,K
? are positive numbers.
When optimising the total rate in Equation (2.30), both Ek and the covariance
matrix C are functions of each other which require energy to be iteratively updated
using Equation (2.31b) for each spreading sequence and for a given target discrete rate
bpk = bp. This implies that the matrix inverse C
−1 is recalculated according to the
energies Ek for k = 1, ...,K
? at each energy iteration. This process continues until all
energies converge to ﬁxed values.
The above iterative energy calculation process is repeated for diﬀerent rate com-
binations: bp ∈ {b1, ..., bP } until a given rate combination maximises the total rate
while satisfying the energy constraint. This energy constraint optimisation approach is
discussed later on in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.5.1.
Apart from maximising the total rate, another optimisation objective is to have
a feasible practical implementation by reducing the number of energy iterations using
the proposed SV to approximate the maximum bp within the energy constraint. Using
the Shannon's capacity equation, the sum rate of the system can be written as:
CT =
K?∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
γk
Γ
)
(2.34)
With the system value λk and SINR γk and MSE relation as given in Equation (2.22)
the system value sum rate can be written as:
CT =
K?∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
λk
Γ(1− λk)
)
(2.35)
The objective is to ﬁnd λk ≥ λk,tar where λk,tar = Γ(bpk−1)1+(Γ(bpk−1)) within the energy
constraint so as to achieve RT close to CT but without requiring to repeat energy
iteration for each discrete rate combinations. The SV optimisation method is discussed
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in Section 2.6. The next section will describe the equal rate allocation approaches using
equal energy allocation and equal SINR allocation.
2.4 Equal Rate Allocation
Equal rate allocation means the same rate bp is transmitted over all the spread channels.
Given a set of achievable discrete rates {bp}Pp=1 in a practical system, the relationship
between the target SINR γtar and the discrete bit rate is related as follows:
γtar(bp) = Γ
(
2bp − 1
)
=
λtar
1− λtar (2.36)
where λtar is the target system value. The relationship between the SINR at the output
of the despreading unit as a function of energy, multipath channel and channelisation
codes are given as follows:
γk =
Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
1− EkqHk C−1qk
=
λk
1− λk (2.37)
where λk is the system value of the k
th spread channel deﬁned as follows:
λk = Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
. (2.38)
In this chapter, two diﬀerent ways of allocating equal rates to all spreading codes
are described. The simplest way is called the equal energy equal rate (EEER) allocation,
where the total energy ET is divided equally amongst the spreading sequences. In a
multipath channel environment, the use of equal energy allocation yields diﬀerent SINR
γk at the output of the despreader for each k
th spreading codes. To guarantee the
transmitted data can be correctly received, the data rate corresponding to the spread
channel with the worst condition (i.e. lowest SINR or lowest channel gain) will be used.
This means that the available energy is not eﬃciently used to transmit data. Therefore,
to maximise the total data rate when allocating the same rates to all spreading codes,
the SINR levels of all spread channels have to be equal and maximised within the
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energy constraint. This is known as equal SINR equal rate (ESER) allocation. In the
next two subsections, the EEER and ESER allocation are presented.
2.4.1 EEER Allocation
Finding the rate of EEER allocation is very straight forward. This is done by allocating
all spread channels with the same energy and ﬁnding their corresponding SINR. Then,
select the SINR of the worse spread channel and ﬁnd the corresponding bit rate using
the relation:
bt = log2
(γmin
Γ
+ 1
)
(2.39)
where γmin is the minimum value of {γ1, . . . , γk, . . . , γK?}. Finally, quantise the bit
rate so it satisﬁes bp < bt ≤ bp+1. The total rate is RT = K?bp. The steps can be
summarised as follows:
Algorithm 1 Equal Energy and Equal Rate Allocation
1: Allocate energy equally to all spreading codes Ek =
ET
K? for k = 1, ...,K
?
2: Calculate Q,Q1,Q2 from Equation (2.11) and C from Equation (2.16)
3: Find the SINR γk using Equation (2.37) for k = 1, ...,K
?. Store them in
{
γ
}
k
4: Select the minimum SINR γmin from {γ1, . . . , γk, . . . , γK?}.
5: Map the SINR to the unquantised bit rate using bt = log2
(γmin
Γ + 1
)
6: Quantise bt such that bp < bt ≤ bp+1
Although simple, energy is not eﬃciently used in the EEER approach, as there
are many other spread channels with higher SINRs are able to load higher data rates.
This eﬀect is more severe in channel environments that are heavily aﬀected by multiple
paths. In the next section, the use of ESER which equalises the SINR across all spread
channels to maximise the total sum rate will be introduced.
2.4.2 Equal SINR Equal Rate Allocation
As described previously, to increase the total rate when allocating the same bp to all
spreading codes, the SINRs at the output of all despreading units have to be equalised
and maximised. For a given target SINR level γtar(bp), the iterative energy calculation
can be used to align the SINRs at the output of all despreading units to be equal to
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the target SINR. The energy allocation of each spreading code Ek and therefore the
summed energy
∑K?
k=1Ek for the target SINR level can only be determined after the
whole iterative energy adjustment process. Hence, to ﬁnd the maximum bp that can be
loaded within the energy constraint, iterative energy calculations have to be performed
for every bp value, until it satisﬁes the following inequality:
K?∑
k=1
Ek(bp) ≤ ET <
K?∑
k=1
Ek(bp+1). (2.40)
The total rate for the ESER allocation scheme is RT = K
?bp. The whole process of
ESER allocation is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The iterative energy adjustment process
is described in the next part.
Figure 2.2: ESER Algorithm using Constraint Optimisation
The SINR alignment is an iterative process because whenever the energy of a
spreading code, say k is updated, the SINR of other despreading units are aﬀected.
Therefore, it constantly requires iterative adjustments until a threshold is satisﬁed. For
a given target SINR γtar(bp) = Γ
(
2bp − 1), and the system value λtar(bp) = γtar(bp)1+γtar(bp) ,
the iterative energy allocation process can be implemented as in Algorithm 2.
When the energies for all spreading sequences settle, the SINR at the output of
all despreading units are the same and the summed energy
∑K?
k=1Ek(bp) can then be
compared to the total energy ET until the inequality in Equation (2.40) is satisﬁed.
Since the SINRs are aligned after the energy allocation process, this system is referred
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Algorithm 2 Iterative Energy Allocation Process for ESER Scheme
1: Initialisation:
2: Calculate the target SINRs γtar(bp) = Γ
(
2bp − 1)
3: Calculate its system values
λtar(bp) =
γtar(bp)
1+γtar(bp)
4: Assign energies Ek =
ET
K? to all k = 1, ...,K
? signature sequences
5: Form the amplitude matrix A0 as in Equation (2.4)
6: Set iteration index i = 1 and error ε = 1
7: for i < Imax or ε =
∣∣∣∑K?k=1 (Ek,i − Ek,i−1)∣∣∣ < 0.01% do
8: Update the covariance matrix:
Ci = QA
2
i−1QH + Q1A2i−1Q
H
1 + Q2A
2
i−1Q
H
2 +N0INR(N+L−1)
9: Revise the energy calculation Ek,i =
λtar(bp)
q
k
C−1i qk
for k = 1, ...,K?
10: Update Ai.
to as Equal SINR Equal Rate (ESER) scheme. The Two-Group (TG) allocation which
can further improve the system throughput of both the ESER and EEER schemes,
known as ESTG and EETG respectively will be described in the next section.
2.5 Rate Adaptive Two-Group Optimisation
So far, rate allocation is carried out such that one single rate is used to allocate to
all spreading sequences. In this section, the two-group allocation is described, where
a group of spreading sequences are allocated with rate bp while a second group that is
of better channel conditions are allocated with rate bp+1. The equal SINR two-group
allocation which further maximises the system throughput will be described next.
2.5.1 Equal SINR Two-Group Allocation
Given the energy constraint, the way to maximise the sum rate when the single rate
allocation is carried out was shown in the previous section. Although the sum rate is
maximised for the single rate allocation, there exists unused (residual) energy in the
system given by:
Eres = ET −
K?∑
k=1
Ek. (2.41)
This energy is not used because it cannot support a higher transmission rate for all
spreading sequences. However, this remaining energy can support up to m signature
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sequences to transmit at rate bp+1. Therefore, the rate adaptive two-group optimisation
[51, 52] can be used to further optimise the total rate by loading the ﬁrst (K − m)
channels with rate bp and m channels with rate bp+1. Hence, the total rate becomes:
RT = (K
? −m)bp +mbp+1. (2.42)
To perform ESTG optimisation, ESER allocation in the previous section has to be
performed ﬁrst to ﬁnd the optimum bp value. Knowing the bp value, the number of
spreading sequences, m, that can be loaded with bp+1 can be found through iterative
energy allocation. Starting from m = 1, the iterative energy calculation is performed
until the following inequalities are satisﬁed:
K?−m∑
k=1
Ek(bp) +
K?∑
k=K?−m+1
Ek(bp+1) ≤ ET <
K?−m+1∑
k=1
Ek(bp) +
K?∑
k=K?−m+2
Ek(bp+1).
(2.43)
To ﬁnd the optimum m, the energy iteration has to be modiﬁed to accommodate two
diﬀerent rates. The modiﬁed energy allocation process is summarised as shown in
Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Iterative Energy Allocation Process for ESTG Scheme
1: Initialisation
2: Calculate the target SINRs γtar(bp) = Γ
(
2bp − 1) and γtar(bp+1) = Γ (2bp+1 − 1)
3: Calculate its system values
λtar(bp) =
γtar(bp)
1+γtar(bp)
and λtar(bp+1) =
γtar(bp+1)
1+γtar(bp+1)
4: Assign energies of all k spread channels as Ek =
ET
K?
5: Form the amplitude matrix A0 as in Equation (2.4).
6: Set iteration index i = 1 and error ε = 1
7: for i < Imax or ε =
∣∣∣∑K?k=1 (Ek,i − Ek,i−1)∣∣∣ < 0.01% do
8: Update the covariance matrix:
9: Ci = QA
2
i−1QH + Q1A2i−1Q
H
1 + Q2A
2
i−1Q
H
2 +N0I(NR(N+L−1))
10: Revise the energy calculation:
11: Ek,i =
λtar(bp)
q
k
C−1i qk
for k = 1, ..., (K? −m)
12: Ek,i =
λtar(bp+1)
q
k
C−1i qk
for k = (K? −m+ 1), ...,K?
13: Update Ai.
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Figure 2.3: ESTG Algorithm using Constraint Optimisation
2.5.2 Equal Energy Two-Group Allocation Algorithm
Therefore, in addition to performing ESER to ﬁnd the optimum bp value as illustrated
in Figure 2.2, a further iterative search for m value together with iterative energy
allocation needs to be performed which is summarised and illustrated in Figure 2.3.
The ESTG allocation in the previous subsection can further improve the system
throughput of the ESER scheme. Similar to the use of two-group scheme in ES alloca-
tion, the use of two data rates for the EE allocation to observe its improvement is also
explored in this subsection. The idea of Equal Energy Two-Group (EETG) is to load
the spread channels that has the SINR γk ≥ γbp+1 with rate bp+1. So that the total
rate becomes
RT = (K
? −m) bp +mλopt(bp+1). (2.44)
The procedure for the EETG can be summarised as follows:
Algorithm 4 EETG Allocation Algorithm
1: Allocate energy equally to all spread channels Ek =
ET
K? for k = 1, ...,K
?
2: Calculate Q,Q1,Q2 from Equation (2.11) and C from Equation (2.16)
3: Find the SINR γk using Equation (2.37) for k = 1, ...,K
?
4: Select the minimum SINR γmin from {γ1, . . . , γk, . . . , γK?}
5: Find bp such that γ(bp) ≤ γmin
6: Load the kth spread channel with bp if γk satisfy γ(bp) ≤ γk < γ(bp+1) for k =
1, . . . ,K?
7: Load the kth spread channel with bp+1 if γk ≥ γ(bp+1) for k = 1, . . . ,K?
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2.5.3 Complexity of ESER & ESTG using Constraint Optimisation
Although the use of ESER and ESTG approaches optimises the sum rate, the com-
plexity of such systems needs to be considered and analysed. As shown in Figure 2.2,
the ESER allocation process requires Imax energy iterations for each target rate (inner
loop). However, the iterative energy process needs to be computed for each discrete
rate until the maximum rate that satisﬁes the energy constraint is found. Considering
that there are usually P = 16 diﬀerent modulations and coding rates in the HSDPA
standards [43], and that Imax is set to 1000 in this thesis
2, the ESER algorithm requries
a total of 16000 energy iterations. Considering each energy iteration involves a matrix
inversion C−1 of dimension NR(N +L− 1)×NR(N +L− 1) where N = 16 as deﬁned
in the standard, the minimum value of NR and L is 1, the complexity of each energy
iteration is at least O(163). For this thesis, a 2× 2 MIMO system is assumed. Hence,
the complexity of C−1 becomes O(323). Therefore, the ESER scheme requires 16000
of O(323) which is very complex.
When ESTG scheme is used, a further (K?− 1)Imax energy iterations are required
to ﬁnd m. Therefore, ESTG requires a total of (P + K? − 1)Imax energy iterations
(where the maximum number of spread channels for the 2 × 2 MIMO system is 32),
the ESTG requires 47000 of O(323) operations which is even more complex.
To make ESER and ESTG practical, there is a need to decrease their complexities.
Therefore, the use of SV approach [26] is proposed in this chapter, which can approx-
imate the discrete rate bp before the energy calculations and hence, the SV approach
eliminates the need of the outer loop in the constraint optimisation. In other words,
the number of iterative energy calculations and matrix inversions is reduced to Imax
for both systems or equivalently 1000 of O(323) operations are required. The system
value approach will be described in the next section.
2Imax is set to 1000 because even if the algorithms have not converged yet, the received SINR of
the diﬀerent spread channels are roughly equal (accuracy of 3 decimal places) for the received SNR
rage used in this thesis.
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2.6 The System Value Approach
As shown in the previous section, the use of ESER allocation scheme maximises the
total rate for single group allocation and ESTG allocation scheme can further minimise
the wasted energy due to discrete loss. On the other hand, the use of constraint
optimisation is very computationally intensive. In this section, the use of system value
approximation to reduce the complexity of searching for the optimum bp and hence
λtar without going through the expensive iterative search is proposed. This approach
reduces the overall complexity and decreases the total number of energy updates from
PImax and (P +K − 1) Imax for ESER and ESTG respectively to Imax.
When ESER allocation scheme is performed, the system values of all spread chan-
nels are equalised3. The aim in this section is to ﬁnd λk for k = 1, . . . ,K
? and hence,
λtar and bp within the energy constraint but without carrying iterative energy calcu-
lation for each discrete rate combination. This can be represented in a mathematical
expression as follows:
Find λk =
K?∑
k=1
Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
≥ λtar(bp) for k = 1, . . . ,K? (2.45)
s.t.

λ1 = . . . = λk = . . . = λK? and (2.46a)
K?∑
k=1
Ek ≤ ET (2.46b)
This would normally require unequal energy allocation for frequency selective chan-
nels as shown in the ESER and ESTG schemes in the previous sections. To eliminate
the computational complexity required to ﬁnd λtar and bp as shown in Section 2.4.2,
an approximation is used based on the SV criterion. Deﬁning the total system value
as:
λT =
K?∑
k=1
λk =
K?∑
k=1
Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
, (2.47)
it has been observed that the total system value is not very much aﬀected by energy
allocation, given the total energy ET =
∑K?
k=1Ek remains the same. Therefore, for
3This is because the received SINR of all spread channels are equalised and the relationship between
system values and SINRs is λk =
γk
1+γk
for k = 1, . . . ,K?.
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ESER scheme where the aim is to achieve equal SINR and hence, equal system values,
λk for such schemes can be approximated using the following equation:
λk ' λT,EE
K?
= λmean for k = 1, . . . ,K
? (2.48)
where λmean is the mean system value and λT,EE is the total system value for equal
energy allocation deﬁned as:
λT,EE =
K?∑
k=1
λk,EE =
ET
K?
K?∑
k=1
qH
k
C−1q
k
. (2.49)
Thus, λmean can be used to ﬁnd the target system value λtar(bp), the target SINR
γtar(bp) and the optimum bp for ES allocation by using the following the criterion:
λtar(bp) ≤ λmean < λtar (bp+1) . (2.50)
Furthermore, the number of spread channels m that can be loaded with rate bp+1 can
also be found with λmean by satisfying the following inequality:
(K?−m)λtar (bp)+mλtar (bp+1) ≤ λmean < (K?−m−1)λtar (bp)+(m+ 1)λtar (bp+1) .
(2.51)
Therefore, the total rate for
• ESER allocation scheme: RT = K?bp and
• ESTG allocation scheme: RT = (K? −m)bp +mbp+1
can be found prior to energy allocation involving only one matrix inversion by using
λmean in Equation (2.48). Then, using the target system value λtar, the iterative energy
allocation is done as before in Section 2.4.2 (page 48) for ESER allocation scheme or
Section 2.5.1 (page 50) for ESTG allocation scheme.
In summary, by using the system value approximation in Equation (2.48) to obtain
λmean,
• the target system value λtar and hence
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• rates bp, bp+1 and m
can be found before energy calculations. This method decreases the number of matrix
inversions required for ﬁnding rates and energy allocation from:
• PImax to Imax for the ESER allocation schemes and
• (P +K? − 1)Imax to Imax for the ESTG allocation schemes.
The ESER and ESTG allocations using the system value approach are illustrated in
Figures 2.4 and 2.5. It can also be seen that the outer loop of Figures 2.2 (page 49)
and 2.3 (page 52) has been eliminated.
Figure 2.4: ESER Algorithm using System Value Approach
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Figure 2.5: ESTG Algorithm using System Value Approach
2.7 Evaluation of ES & EE with System Value Approach
The results for this thesis are simulated with the set of discrete rate bp as shown in
Table 2.3, a chip rate of Tc = 260ns as deﬁned in the standard and Γ = 0dB
4. Additive
white Gaussian noise with noise power σ2n = 0.01 is assumed
5. The full number of
channelisation codes used per MIMO stream is 16, as K ≤ N and N = 16 as deﬁned in
the standard, while the OVSF codes with precoding in [43] are used. Hence, the 2× 2
MIMO scheme such as this chapter will have 2N = 32 available spreading codes. The
total rate in bits per second (bps) when sum rate and system throughput are considered
is calculated as RTTcN where RT is the total rate in symbols per second.
The Pedestrian-A and Pedestrian-B channels are used for result evaluations in this
thesis. The power delay proﬁle (PDP) of the Pedestrian-A and Pedestrian-B channels
are given in [22] at irregular intervals as shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. The channel
covariance matrix formulation described in Section 1.3 requires the channel impulse
responses at regular sample period (in this case, at period intervals of Tc is used). The
steps to convert the PDP from irregular sample periods to chip period intervals are
shown in [26] and can be summarised as follows:
4In theory, the gap value should be 0dB, however, in practice the Γ ≥ 0dB
5As the SNR per received antenna is used as a measurement metric while ET varies, σ
2
n can be an
arbitrary constant
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Table 2.3: Set of Discrete Rates bp, Target SINRs & SVs
bp γ
∗(bp) λ∗(bp)
0.0 0.00 0.0000
0.5 0.41 0.2929
1.0 1.00 0.5000
1.5 1.83 0.6464
2.0 3.00 0.7500
2.5 4.656 0.8232
3.0 7.00 0.8750
3.5 10.31 0.9116
4.0 15.00 0.9375
4.5 21.63 0.9558
5.0 31.00 0.9688
5.5 44.25 0.9779
6.0 63.00 0.9844
Table 2.4: Pedestrian-A Power Delay Proﬁle
Excess tap delay (ns) Relative power (dB)
0 0
110 −9.7
190 −19.2
410 −22.8
Table 2.5: Pedestrian-B Power Delay Proﬁle
Excess tap delay (ns) Relative power (dB)
0 0
20 −0.9
800 −4.9
1200 −8.0
2300 −7.8
3700 −23.9
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Steps to Find Normalised PDP in Regular Sampling Period
1. The PDP in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 can be written as P (t) =
∑
i Piδ(t − τi)
where Pi is the linear power at delay τi
2. The power of the lth tap PTc,l is given as the sum of all power in P (t) between
time intervals of t = lTc − Tc2 and t = lTc + Tc2 :
PTc,l =
∑
i Pi for l =
⌊
τi
Tc
+ 0.5
⌋
.
3. The sample PDP can be written as PTc(n) =
∑L−1
l=0 PTc,lδ(n− l).
4. The power is then normalised so that the PDP has a unity power gain such that
hl =
√
PTc,l∑L−1
j=0 PTc,j
for l = 0, ..., L− 1.
5. The normalised square root PDP is given as h = [h0, ..., hl, ..., hL−1]T .
The square root of the sampled PDP for the Pedestrian-A and Pedestrian-B used
in this thesis are given as:
• hPA = [0.9923, 0.1034, 0.0683]T
• hPB = [0.6369, 0.5742, 0, 0.3623, 0, 0.253, 0, 0, 0, 0.2595, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.047]T
The comparison of EEER (green solid lines), EETG (green dotted lines), ESER
(lilac solid lines) and ESTG schemes (purple dotted lines) are shown in Figures 2.6
and 2.7 in terms of system throughput and the system value sum rate (black dotted
lines) in Mbps is plotted against the chip SNR per receive antenna as deﬁned in Section
2.2.5. The two-group (TG) allocations are represented by the dotted lines while the
equal rate (ER) allocations are represented by normal lines. It is shown that for both
Pedestrian-A and Pedestrian-B channels, a total data rate close to its system value sum
rate can be achieved through the use of ESTG schemes while the EEER scheme achieve
the worst system throughput. For the Pedestrian-A channel as shown in Figure 2.6,
the improvement of using ESER scheme over EEER scheme is about 7Mbps at SNR
of 20dB, and similar improvements are observed between ESTG scheme and EETG
scheme. The total enhancement for EEER scheme to ESTG scheme is about 9Mbps at
SNR of 20dB. The use of ESTG scheme is better than ESER scheme by 2 to 3Mbps in
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most SNR regions while a 3Mbps improvement is observed when using EETG scheme
instead of EEER scheme. The diﬀerent allocation schemes for the Pedestrian-B channel
are illustrated in Figure 2.7. The use of ES allocations has a much higher system
throughput compared to EE allocations where the system throughput seems to saturate
at high SNR values. The EEER scheme and EETG scheme curves saturate to 11Mbps
and 15Mbps at receive SNR of 20dB respectively; while the ESER scheme and ESTG
scheme achieve around 21 and 23Mbps respectively at receive SNR of 20dB. For the
Pedestrian-B channel, the improvement from using ESTG scheme compared to ESER
scheme is about 3.5Mbps, and a 6 to 7 Mbps enhancement is observed when using
EETG scheme instead of EEER scheme for most SNR regions. This shows that the use
of EETG scheme instead of EEER scheme can bring much improvement in channels
with a long power delay proﬁle without too much complexity.
To justify if the system value approach is a good approximation to ﬁnd bp and m,
the energy diﬀerence is compared in Figure 2.8. The energy diﬀerence ratio is calculated
as:
Eratio =
ET −
∑K?
k=1Ek
ET
. (2.52)
Ideally, the energy diﬀerence should be 0 because we would like to use up all available
energy to increase the system throughput. From Figure 2.8, it can be seen that the
ESER allocation using SV approach will not exceed the total amount of energy, while
the energy diﬀerence ratio of ESTG allocation ﬂuctuates around the zero line. The
reason why energy diﬀerence ratio is 1 at SNR=−5dB for ESER approach is because
there were not enough energy to load any data (even the lowest data rate) into all the
spreading codes. Therefore, the sum energy is zero. This shows that the use of system
value is a very good approximation to ﬁnding the bp and m without incurring the extra
computational complexity in the constraint optimisation approach.
Finally, Table 2.6 shows the comparison of computational complexity in terms
of number of matrix inversions for diﬀerent optimisation schemes including the tra-
ditional ESER and ESTG constraint optimisation, the simpliﬁed system value ESER
and ESTG, as well as the EEER and EETG approaches. The least computational in-
tensive approaches are EEER and EETG approach, while the constraint optimisation
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Figure 2.8: Energy Diﬀerence Ratio of ESER and ESTG (Pedestrian-A)
approach for the ESER and especially ESTG are too computationally expensive for it
to be practical. The development of system value approach reduces number of matrix
inversions required by roughly P or P + K? − 1 times, making the ESER and ESTG
approach more implementable in practice.
Table 2.6: Computational Complexity for Diﬀerent Schemes
Optimisation no. of C−1 to ﬁnd rates no. of C−1 to ﬁnd rates and energy
Traditional ESER PImax PImax
Traditional ESTG (P +K? − 1)Imax (P +K? − 1)Imax
SV ES 1 Imax + 1
SV TG 1 Imax + 1
EEER 1 1
EETG 1 1
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2.8 Summary
In this chapter, the traditional way to maximise the total data rate with the spec-
iﬁed signature sequence set and the MMSE receiver by using the ESER and ESTG
approach is shown. The system throughputs for the ESER, ESTG and EEER, EETG
are analysed. It is shown that the system throughput of ESTG scheme achieves close to
the system value sum rate and that ES schemes have a much higher throughput than
the EE schemes. However, the search for the rate bp and energy allocation is rather
computationally expensive, requiring a total of:
• PImax matrix inversions for the ESER allocation scheme and
• (P +K? − 1) Imax matrix inversions for ESTG allocation scheme.
Hence, the system value (SV) approach was proposed to simplify the constraint opti-
misation approach by ﬁnding the rate bp and m prior to energy allocation. By using
the SV approach, the bp, bp+1 and m can be found with only 1 covariance matrix in-
version, and a further Imax matrix inversion for ﬁnding energy allocation for both SV
based ERES and ESTG allocation. In other words, the proposed method reduces the
number of matrix inversions by P and (P +K? − 1) times compared to the constraint
optimisation approach.
So far, the use of power allocation, a transmitter optimisation strategy to increase
the system throughput has been discussed in this chapter. In the next chapter, ways
to further increase the system throughput using a more optimised receiver will be
introduced.

Chapter 3
A Novel SIC-based System Value
Receiver
In the previous chapter, the use of energy allocation with the System Value (SV) op-
timisation criterion was proposed to improve the system throughput while keeping the
system practical for implementation. This optimisation was carried using the symbol-
level MMSE receiver which partially restores the orthogonality between the received
spreading codes. In this chapter, an MMSE based Successive Interference Cancellation
(SIC) receiver formation is proposed and is integrated with the system value approach
for the ES and EE allocation schemes. This receiver is simpler than the equivalent re-
ceiver proposed in [24] and provide a complexity reduction during the iterative energy
allocation process and furthermore, enhances the sum rate and system throughput.
Moreover, the proposed SIC algorithms are tested in both MATLAB simulations and
experimental measurements using the National Instruments (NI)-PXIe testbed system.
It is shown that both simulations and experimental results agree and that the use of
SIC receiver has signiﬁcant improvements in terms of system throughput and sum rate.
Additionally, it is observed that the integration of the SIC receiver in the HSDPA sys-
tem achieves a sum rate close to the more ISI resilient LTE scheme [53] with an MMSE
receiver.
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3.1 Interference Cancellation Receivers Overview
The aim of interference cancellation receivers is to use the detected data streams to
cancel the interference in the received signal so as to reduce the overall interference and
increase the system throughput. There are two main types of interference cancella-
tion receivers: SIC and Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC). Normally, SIC cancels
interference in an ordered and successive manner across the MIMO streams or spread-
ing codes, starting from the streams or codes that have higher SINRs to reduce error
propagation in detection [54]. On the other hand, PIC receivers such as [5557] simul-
taneously process all signals and perform cancellation after all the signals are decoded
independently which introduce less delays compared to SIC receivers [58, 59]. In [59],
the complexity of PIC has been analysed. Denoting np as the number of cancellation
stages required for PIC, it has been analysed that the PIC is np times the complexity
of the SIC. Since this thesis is concered with reducing complexity, the SIC receiver is
considered in this chapter.
The SIC can be combined with diﬀerent receivers such as the RAKE receiver
in [60, 61] and MMSE [62]. Receivers in [58, 62] perform interference cancellation with
MMSE receiver to improve the system sum rate by mitigating intracell interference.
However, there is a need to perform a matrix inversion per energy update during itera-
tive energy calculation when implemented with the ES allocation schemes. The receiver
in [63] employs Cayley-Hamilton theorem which uses polynomial expansion to solve the
complexity of the matrix inversion process. In this chapter, the proposed SIC receiver
simpliﬁes the matrix inversions by forming each matrix inverse as a function of the ma-
trix inverse of the previously detected signals. This decreases the complexity especially
during iterative energy allocation as well as calculation of the system values. Unlike
the chip-level SIC receiver that only cancels inter-stream interferences between MIMO
streams [64], where MMSE equalisation and interference cancellation is performed prior
to despreading; the symbol-level SIC proposed in this chapter integrates equalisation
and despreading. In other words, the interference cancellation process is carried out for
each spreading sequence leading to spatial temporal interference cancellation including
both inter-stream and inter-code interference. In the next section, the SIC receiver
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model will be described. Then, the integration of SIC receiver with ES allocation is
discussed. Following that, the proposed simpliﬁed covariance matrix inverse formation
is introduced and the EEER, EETG as well as ESER and ESTG for the simpliﬁed SIC
approach is described. Afterwards, an evaluation of the proposed SIC receiver in terms
of system value sum rate as well as system throughput for ES and EE schemes are
carried out. Before ending this chapter, the SIC formation is tested under experimen-
tal conditions based on the NI-PXIe testbed system. It is shown that the simulation
results and experimental results agree. Furthermore, a comparative study is carried out
for the HSDPA system with SIC receiver and the more ISI resilient LTE scheme [53]
in terms of sum rate.
3.2 The System Model for the SIC receiver
The system model of the MMSE SIC receiver is shown in Figure 3.1. The transmitter
model remains the same as Section 2.2 in Chapter 2 (page 35).
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Figure 3.1: SIC Receiver for the HSDPA System
This receiver is applicable to both SISO and MIMO conﬁgurations and cancels
detected signal per spreading code basis. Therefore, channel ordering (ordering of
signature sequences) is required for the SIC receiver so that the spread channels under
better conditions (those with the stronger SINR or higher channel gain) will be detected
and canceled ﬁrst. Initially, all the received signals from all antennas and all symbols
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in the packet are collected at the receiver to produce a received matrix:
R =
[
r(1), ..., r(ρ), ..., r(N (x))
]
∈ C(NR(N+L−1))×N(x) . (3.1)
Starting from spread channel K?, where RK? = R, the receiver iteratively cancels the
received signal from each spread channel to form Rk−1 using the following equation:
Rk−1 = Rk −
√
EkΦk ∈ C(NR(N+L−1))×N(x) (3.2)
where
Φk = qkx
T
k,D + qk,1x
T
k,D1 + qk,2x
T
k,D2 ∈ C(NR(N+L−1))×N
(x)
. (3.3)
The vectors q
k
,q
k,1
and q
k,2
are deﬁned in Equation (2.11) to Equation (2.13). The
vector xk,D is the decision taken after despreading the symbol xˆk (see Equation (2.19)
in page 41). When signals are detected in a spread channel by spread channel basis,
xˆk can be found by rewriting Equation (2.18) into the following form:
xˆTk = w
H
k R ∈ C1×N
(x)
(3.4)
The vectors xk,D1 and xk,D2 are the previous and next symbol period of xk,D formed
by using JN(x) ∈ CN
(x)×N(x) matrix in Equation (1.7), such that
xk,D1 = JN(x)xk,D ∈ CN
(x)×1, (3.5)
xk,D2 = J
T
N(x)
xk,D ∈ CN
(x)×1. (3.6)
After each decision of xk,D, the symbol stream will be converted to bit stream uk,D.
This iterative cancellation process will continue until k = 1.
As shown in Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.4), this SIC receiver minimises both
MSE and cancels the detected signal spreading code by spreading code basis. When
MSE is minimised, the relationship between system value, MSE and SINR in Equation
(2.22) still holds. In the next section, the SIC using SV approach is described.
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3.3 SV Approach with the SIC Receiver
The SV approach proposed in Chapter 2 can also be integrated with the SIC receiver.
For the SIC receiver, since the detected symbols of the corresponding signature sequence
are subtracted from the receive matrix, a diﬀerent covariance matrix Ck is required for
each cancellation process from k = K? to k = 1. The system value for the SIC can be
written as
λk = Ekq
H
k
C−1k qk. (3.7)
The Ck can be found by ﬁrstly initialising C0 = σ
2
nI(NR(N+L−1)), then calculate Ck
using the following equation:
Ck = Ekqkq
H
k
+ Ekqk,1q
H
k,1
+ Ekqk,2q
H
k,2
+ Ck−1 (3.8)
= Dk + Ekqkq
H
k
(3.9)
where
Dk = Ekqk,1q
H
k,1
+ Ekqk,2q
H
k,2
+ Ck−1 (3.10)
until k = K? is reached.
With the formulation of Ck as shown above and the λk in Equation (3.7), the
minimum system value λmin, the system value sum rate CT in Equation (2.35) and
λmean in Equation (2.48) can be found easily. Because each λk calculation requries
one matrix inversion on Ck, the parameters CT , λmean and hence bp, m and RT for
EE and ES approaches are only found after K? matrix inversions. When considering
iterative energy calculation, the process becomes more complicated. According to [24],
the iterative energy calculation for the ith iteration can be done using the following
equation:
Ek,i =
γtar,k
qH
k
D−1k,iqk
(3.11)
where γtar,k is the target SINR for the k
th spread channel, which is either a function of
bp or bp+1 depending whether ESER or ESTG is used. As shown in Equation (3.10),
the matrix Dk is a function of Ek. This means that Dk,i is a function of Ek,i−1 during
iterative energy allocation. Hence, there needs to be Imax matrix inversions of D
−1
k,i
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for each kth signature sequence during the iterative energy updates, where Imax is the
number of iterations required during the ES energy allocation process as deﬁned in
Chapter 2. Thus, when SIC receiver is used together with the system value approach
for ES allocations, K?Imax +K
? matrices inversions are required. This is because:
• K? matrix inversions are required to ﬁnd the system values λk for k = 1, ...,K?
and a further
• K?Imax matrix inversions are needed for the whole iterative energy adjustment
process for all signature sequences.
On the other hand, if traditional constraint optimisation approach (non-SV based ap-
proach) is used for SIC receiver, K?PImax and K
? (P +K − 1) Imax inverses are re-
quired for ESER and ESTG allocation respectively. This shows that there is a need
to further reduce this complexity especially in ES schemes, which is the aim of this
chapter. To achieve this, the following simpliﬁcations were considered:
1. The matrix inversion D−1k needs to be formed as a function of C
−1
k−1. Since C
−1
k−1
is only dependent on Ek−1, . . . , E1, the matrix inverse C−1k−1 remains a constant
during the iterative energy process. Hence, only one matrix inversion D−1k (C
−1
k−1)
is required per signature sequence, and a total ofK? matrix inversions are required
for the whole iterative energy allocation process to be completed.
2. To further decrease the complexity in the iterative energy allocation process and
in the system value calculation, the matrix inverse C−1k should be formulated
as a function of C−1k−1. By doing so, the total number of matrix inversions for
forming C−1k from k = 1, . . . ,K
? reduces from K? to 1. Similarly, the total
number of matrix inversions of forming Dk from k = 1, . . . ,K
? is 1. Based on
these formulations, the number of matrix inversions during the iterative energy
calculation process reduces from K? to 1. This means that the iterative energy
calculation with the SIC receiver is even less complex than the one without SIC
in Chapter 2.
The formulations of the simpliﬁed D−1k and the C
−1
k will be described in the next
section, while the proofs of the formulations is shown in Appendix A in page 129.
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3.4 Simpliﬁcation of Covariance Matrix Inversion for SIC
Simpliﬁed matrix inversions D−1k and C
−1
k for the SIC receiver is proposed in this
section. The simpliﬁcation is done by performing the matrix inversion lemma on Dk
and Ck respectively, where the proofs are given in Appendix A. In contrast to the
previous chapter, no approximations were used to form the simpliﬁed covariance matrix
inversion. The matrix inversion D−1k , covariance matrix inverse C
−1
k , along with the
calculation system value λk and SINR γk are described in the Algorithm 5 in page 72.
Deﬁning α = NR(N+L−1) > 32, which is the dimension of matrix Ck, performing
matrix inversion on each Ck for k = 1, . . . ,K
? will usually require a complexity of
O(α3). In contrast, as shown in Algorithm 5, the biggest complexities in the proposed
algorithm are performing matrix-vector products as well as matrix additions where
both require computational complexity of O(α2); while vector-vector products involve
computational complexity of O(α). In this algorithm, there are a total of 12 operations
that need O(α2) to perform and 10 operations that need O(α). This shows that the
proposed simpliﬁed matrix inversion formulation has a reduced amount of complexity
compared to the matrix inversion.
In the next two sections, the calculations of the rate(s) bp (as well as bp+1 and m)
together with the total rate using the system value approach with the simpliﬁed matrix
inversion methods for EEER, EETG, ESER and ESTG allocation will be shown. A
simpliﬁed iterative energy calculation for the ESER and ESTG allocation will also be
presented.
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Algorithm 5 Simpliﬁed Covariance Matrix Inverse Formulation
1: Initialisation:
2: Set C−10 =
1
σ2n
INR(N+L−1) and k = 1
3: Loop:
4: Calculate the set of distance vectors d, d1 and d2
d = C−1k−1qk, (3.12a)
d1 = C
−1
k−1qk,1, (3.12b)
d2 = C
−1
k−1qk,2. (3.12c)
5: Find ξ, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, and ξ6
ξ = qH
k
d, ξ1 = q
H
k,1
d1, ξ2 = q
H
k,2
d2, (3.13a)
ξ3 = q
H
k
d1, ξ4 = q
H
k
d2, ξ5 = q
H
k,1
d2, ξ6 = Re (ξ3ξ
∗
4ξ5) . (3.13b)
6: Obtain Z1, Z2 and Z3
Z1 = d1 d
H
1 , Z2 = d2 d
H
2 , Z3 = d1 d
H
2 . (3.14)
7: Calculate ζ1 and ζ2
ζ1 =
Ek
1 + Ek ξ1
, ζ2 =
Ek
1 + Ek
(
ξ2 − ζ1 |ξ5|2
) . (3.15)
8: Form
D−1k = C
−1
k−1 −
(
ζ21ζ2 |ξ5|2 + ζ1
)
Z1 (3.16)
− ζ2Z2 + ζ1ζ2
(
ξ5 Z3 + ξ
∗
5 Z
H
3
)
.
9: Calculate d3, Z4 and ζ as follows:
d3 = D
−1
k qk, (3.17)
Z4 = d3d
H
3 , (3.18)
ζ =
Ek
1 + Ek
(
ξ − ζ1 |ξ3|2 − ζ2
(
|ξ4|2 − 2ζ1ξ6 + ζ21 |ξ5|2 |ξ3|2
) ) . (3.19)
10: The covariance inverse C−1k can be found by performing
C−1k = D
−1
k − ζZ4. (3.20)
11: The system value λk and the SINR γk can be obtained from
λk = Ekq
H
k
C−1k qk, (3.21)
γk = Ekq
H
k
D−1k qk. (3.22)
12: Repeat steps 2 to 9 until k = K? is reached.
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3.5 EEER Approach with the Simpliﬁed SIC Receiver
The EEER for the MMSE receiver has been described in Section 2.4.1 in Chapter 2
(page 48). Similarly, it is possible to use the SIC receiver for the EEER approach by
using the SINR calculation in Equation (3.22) and the simpliﬁed covariance matrix in-
version method as proposed in Section 3.4. The steps for the simpliﬁed EEER approach
for the SIC receiver are described in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 EEER Allocation with SIC Receiver
1: Allocate energy equally for all spreading codes Ek =
ET
K? for k = 1, ...,K
?
2: Calculate Q, Q1 and Q2 as in Equation (2.11) to Equation (2.13)
3: Initialize C−10 =
1
σ2n
INR(N+L−1)
4: for k = 1 to k = K? do
5: Form Ck using Equation (3.12) to Equation (3.20)
6: Calculate λk and γk as shown in Equation (3.21) and Equation (3.22)
7: Form γ = [γ1, ..., γk, ..., γK? ] and identify its minimum element
8: Estimate the corresponding bp using Table 2.3 or
bp = log2
(γtar
Γ
+ 1
)
(3.23)
which is based on Equation (2.36)
The total rate for EEER allocation for the SIC receiver will be RT = K
?bp. The
EETG for SIC can be done the same way as the non-SIC scheme, by loading γk ≥
γtar(bp+1) with rate bp+1 to achieve RT = (K
? −m)bp +mbp+1.
3.6 ES Approaches with the Simpliﬁed SIC Receiver
The system value approach proposed in Chapter 2 can also be used to ﬁnd bp (as well
as bp+1 and m) for the ESER (or ESTG) optimisation by using C
−1
k formation instead
of C−1. The parameter C−1k can be obtained by using the simpliﬁed covariance matrix
inversion method proposed in Section 3.4 (page 71). The way to obtain bp, bp+1 and m
for the SIC receiver with ESER and ESTG allocation using the system value approach
can be summarised in Algortihm 7.
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Algorithm 7 Finding bp & m for ES Allocations with SIC Receiver
1: Allocate energy equally for all spreading codes Ek =
ET
K? for k = 1, ...,K
?
2: Calculate Q, Q1 and Q2 as in Equation (2.11) to Equation (2.13)
3: Calculate λmean using Equation (2.48)
4: Find the bp and bp+1 that satisfy:
λtar(bp) ≤ λmean < λtar(bp+1) (3.24)
5: The m value is found by using Equation (2.51)
The total rate for ESER and ESTG are RT = K
?bp and RT = (K
?−m)bp+mbp+1
respectively. The iterative energy allocation process as a function of the simpliﬁed
covariance matrix inverse will be described next.
3.6.1 Iterative Energy Calculation for SIC
The formation of the simpliﬁed matrix inversion proposed in Section 3.4 decreases the
number of matrix inversions required to calculate the system value in Equation (3.7)
for the SIC receiver from K? to 1. In addition, the simpliﬁed matrix inversion can
also be applied to the iterative energy adjustment process which greatly reduces the
complexity. With γtar,k (see Equation (2.36)) deﬁned as the target SINR of the k
th
spread channel which is either a function of bp or bp+1, the simpliﬁed matrix inverse
described in the previous section can be used to reduce the complexity in calculating
energy allocations. Therefore, the energy iteration in Equation (3.16) can be further
simpliﬁed (for proof see Appendix A, page 129) to
Ek,i =
γtar,k
ξ − ζ1,(i−1) |ξ3|2 − ζ2,(i−1)
(
|ξ4|2 − 2ζ1,(i−1)ξ6 + ζ21,(i−1)|ξ5|2 |ξ3|2
) . (3.25)
With this simpliﬁcation, during the iterative energy adjustment process, the only part
that requires iterative adjustments are ζ1 and ζ2 in Equation (3.15) and Ek in Equation
(3.25). Therefore, the total number of matrix inversions required during the iterative
energy adjustment process decreases fromK?Imax to 1. The iterative energy calculation
using Equation (3.25) and the simpliﬁed matrix inverse formation can be calculated as
shown in Algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 8 Iterative Energy Allocation Algorithm for SIC Receiver
1: Initialisation
2: Set covariance matrix inverse C−10 =
1
σ2n
INR(N+L−1)
3: Set energy Ek,0 =
ET
K? for k = 1, ...,K
?
4: Obtain Q,Q1, and Q2
5: Set target SINR γtar,k for each k channels to either γtar(bp) or γtar(bp+1) depending
on the allocation scheme
6: for k = 1, ...,K? do
7: Find d, d1 and d2 as in Equation (3.12)
8: Find ξ, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, and ξ6 in Equation (3.13)
9: Calculate Z1, Z2 and Z3 from Equation (3.14)
10: Set i = 1 and ε = 1
11: for i ≤ Imax orε =
∣∣∣∑K?k=1 (Ek,i − Ek,(i−1))∣∣∣ < 0.01% do
12: Calculate ζ1,(i−1) and ζ2,(i−1)
ζ1,(i−1) =
Ek,(i−1)
1 + Ek,(i−1)ξ1
, (3.26)
ζ2,(i−1) =
Ek,(i−1)
1 + Ek,(i−1)
(
ξ2 − ζ1,(i−1) |ξ5|2
)
.
(3.27)
13: Calculate energy Ek,i using Equation (3.25)
14: Find ζ1,Imax using Equation (3.26)
15: Find ζ2,Imax using Equation (3.27)
16: Find ζ from Equation (3.19).
17: Calculate D−1k from Equation (3.16).
18: Find d3 = D
−1
k qk and Z4 = d3d
H
3 .
The ESER and ESTG algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: System Value SIC Algorithm
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3.7 Complexity Analysis of the Proposed SIC Schemes
An analysis in terms of complexity for the traditional SIC, the SV SIC and the simpliﬁed
SV SIC has been presented in Table 3.1. It is shown that the number of matrix
inversions required for the whole process of ﬁnding rates and energy allocation is
• K?PImax using constraint optimisation ESER approach with SIC receiver and
• K?(P +K? − 1)Imax for ESTG with SIC receiver
which shows the computational complexity is very high. For ESER and ESTG using
system value approach without the simpliﬁed covariance matrix inversion, the total
number of matrix inversions for the SIC system value calculation and iterative en-
ergy adjustments is K?Imax + K
?. With the simpliﬁcation of the covariance matrix
inversions, the total number of matrix inversions required is two:
• one for the calculation of the SIC system values and
• one for the whole iterative energy allocation process.
It is also interesting to note that during the iterative energy allocation process, the use
of the simpliﬁed matrix inversion formation in this chapter for the SIC receiver requires
even less computational complexity than the non-SIC receiver in the previous chapter.
Table 3.1: Computational Complexity for Diﬀerent Schemes
Optimisation No. of matrix inversions No. of matrix inversions
to ﬁnd rates & energies to ﬁnd rates
Traditional SIC ESER K?PImax K
?PImax
Traditional SIC ESTG K?(P +K? − 1)Imax K?(P +K? − 1)Imax
SV SIC ESER K?Imax +K
? K?
SV SIC ESTG K?Imax +K
? K?
Simpliﬁed SV SIC ESER & ESTG 2 1
Simpliﬁed SIC EEER 1 1
Simpliﬁed SIC EETG 1 1
Non-SIC SV ESER & ESTG Imax +K
? Imax
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3.8 The Performance of SIC Schemes
The SIC and non-SIC receiver under the ESTG and EETG schemes for Pedestrian-A
channels and Pedestrian-B channels are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. The
dotted lines in these ﬁgures denotes the use of SIC receiver while the normal lines
represent the non-SIC receiver. In the same ﬁgures, the new system value sum rate
curves for SIC receiver using the covariance matrix Ck instead of C (black dotted
lines) are also presented for both channels. Similar to the non-SIC case, the SIC ESTG
scheme achieves system throughput close to the SIC system value sum rate for both
Pedestrian-A and Pedestrian-B channels. For the EETG scheme, the use of SIC receiver
improves the system throughput close to the more complicated ESTG non-SIC case at
high SNR. The use of SIC receiver improves the non-SIC receiver system performance
by 5Mbps for the Pedestrian-A channels for both EETG and ESTG schemes at SNR
of 20dB. Similarly, improvements of 12Mbps and 9Mbps are observed in ESTG and
EETG schemes when using the SIC receiver. This shows that the use of SIC scheme
can eliminate a lot of the interference for the Pedestrian-B channel to improve its system
throughput performance.
The symbol-level SIC receiver proposed in this chapter which cancels out spatial
temporal interference is compared against the chip-level SIC receiver in [64] where only
inter-stream interference between the two MIMO streams are canceled as illustrated in
Figure 3.5. The detail formulation of this chip-level SIC is also given in Appendix B.
In Figure 3.5, it is shown that the symbol-level SIC receiver has a higher SIC sum rate
compared to the chip-level one. The improvements in terms of sum rates are 2.5Mbps
and 8Mbps at SNR of 20dB for the Pedestrian-A and Pedestrian-B Channels respec-
tively. This shows that it is very important to cancel out the remaining interference in
the time domain in addition to space domain especially in a channel with long delay
spread.
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A simpliﬁed SIC receiver that can improve the system throughput while reducing
the complexity (in terms of matrix inversions) when calculating the system values
and during the energy allocation process for the ES energy allocation process was
proposed in this chapter. Experiments can be conducted to further verify the behaviour
of algorithms under real-world conditions [65, 66]. Therefore, in this chapter, some
experimental results are presented to further verify the validity of the proposed SIC
receiver in terms of SV sum rate and EEER allocation.
3.9 Experimental Results
In this section, the experimental results for the proposed SIC receiver using the NI-
PXIe platform is compared to the MATLAB simulations to further verify its validity.
In our testbed system, the algorithms for the HSDPA transmitter as well as both the
MMSE non-SIC and MMSE SIC receivers were transferred/mapped from the MATLAB
language to LabVIEW language. During the experiment, signals are sent and received
over the radio and the channel is then estimated at the receiver. The LabVIEW SIC
algorithm then uses these received signal and channel estimates to perform processing.
Should both simulation and MATLAB results agree, it brings us one step closer to the
implementation of the SIC in mobile handset.
The experimental setup described in this chapter [67] is based on the NI-PXIe
platform, and it operates with the LabVIEW language for both host processing at
high-level mode and for controlling the FPGAs with ﬁxed point operation. Other
testbeds for HSDPA systems include [68] which is also known as the Vienna testbed.
In the Vienna testbed, transmit data blocks are pre-generated in MATLAB. When the
signals arrive at the receiver, the received samples are evaluated for synchronisation,
channel estimation and feedback purposes. The receive signals are stored in hard disks
and the rest of the signal processing are evaluated oine. The results are tested under
the Alpine scenario and urban scenario where the antennas are situated in Drautal
valley and Vienna city respectively. Although the use of a channel in the real world
environment is the most realistic to test the validity of an algorithm, it is often not
repeatable especially by other researchers [69, 70]. This is because even with the same
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experimental set up, the changes in the surrounding environment will not yield the same
channel [70]. The experimental set up in this thesis uses a channel emulator that can
emulate diﬀerent channel environments while allowing transmissions to be carried over
the RF path. Resampling is done in real time using FPGAs while channel estimation,
diﬀerent receiver designs (including both MMSE and SIC receivers) and further data
processing are carried out in the host for each packet transmission.
3.9.1 NI-PXIe Based Experimental Setup
The experiment conducted in this chapter uses the National Instrument (NI)-PXIe
based testbed. This testbedding system contains a modular FPGA with detachable
RF front-ends which enable modularity and expandability while enabling physical layer
processing via host computer for ﬂexibility. The channel emulator embedded in the
system allows the physical layer algorithms to be tested under various realistic channel
scenarios while allowing repeatable experiments when the same scenarios in the channel
emulator are conﬁgured. Real-time channel emulations are carried out using the FPGA
based channel emulator with RF front-ends. The hardware platform for the testbedding
system consists of an NI-7966 FlexRIO FPGA module and the NI-5791 RF front-end
which is installed on the NI-PXIe 1062Q chassis. This platform can be conﬁgured to
operate for SISO mode and 2× 2 MIMO mode.
The testbed consists of the host processing unit and the channel processing unit as
illustrated in Figure C.1 of Appendix C. The host processing unit provides ﬂexibility
of implementing diﬀerent wireless standards including the HSDPA and LTE schemes;
as well as diﬀerent receivers including the MMSE receiver and the MMSE-based SIC
receiver by using high level LabVIEW programming language. The channel processing
unit can be run on a software channel emulator, to verify the results against the ones
produced from MATLAB before running on the real-time FPGA based RF channel
emulator. The speciﬁcations and system parameters for the NI 5791 RF front-end,
NI PXIe 7966 FPGA and for the channel emulator can be found in [7173] which are
summarised in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
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Table 3.2: Speciﬁcations for NI 5791 RF Transceiver Adapter Module
System Parameters Value
Radio Frequency Range 200MHz to 4.4GHz
RF Bandwidth 100MHz
Maximum Sample Rate 130MS/s
DAC Resolution 16 bits
ADC Resolution 14 bits
RF Power Range −58dBm to 8dBm
Analogue Input Noise Floor −162dBm/Hz
Analogue Output Noise Floor −138dBm/Hz
Table 3.3: Speciﬁcations for NI 7966R FPGA
System Parameters Value
DSP FPGA Virtex-5 SX95T
PC Interface NI-PXI
Maximum Data Rate / Channel 800MB/s
MIMO Support Up to 8× 8 in real-time
Table 3.4: Speciﬁcations for the Channel Emulator
System Parameters Value
Tapped Delay Line Sample Rate 100MHz
Channel Coeﬃcients Interpolation Rate 8192
Channel Coeﬃcients Sample Rate 8100MHz/8192 = 12.207kHz
Maximum No. of Taps per Channel Up to 36 taps
Delay Resolution 10ns
Delay Range 0 to 20.6µ s
3.9.2 Comparison between Measurements and Simulations
To verify if the algorithms are correctly transferred, the ﬁrst step was to use the exact
same channel impulse responses to see if the results are identical for system value
sum rate and equal energy allocation with and without implementing the SIC receiver.
After that, the results for the diﬀerent schemes were run in the software based channel
emulator with digital processing and channel estimation in the host were compared and
veriﬁed. Finally, the schemes were run in the hardware based channel emulator over
the RF and with digital signal processing capabilities in the FPGA. Three diﬀerent
channel power delay proﬁles were used in these tests. In addition to Pedestrian-A and
Pedestrian-B channels, the Extended Vehicular-A (EVA) channel speciﬁed in TS36.211
[23] were implemented where the PDP is illustrated in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Extended Vehicular-A Power Delay Proﬁle
Excess tap delay (ns) Relative power (dB)
0 0
30 −1.5
150 −1.4
310 −3.6
370 −0.6
710 −9.1
1090 −7
1730 −12
2510 −16.9
The experimental results using the NI-PXIe testbed for the Pedestrian-A channel
are shown in Figures 3.6 for the system value sum rate (red solid line) and EEER
allocation (red dotted line) for the (non-SIC) MMSE receiver; while the system value
sum rate (red solid line) and EEER allocation (red dotted line) for the SIC receiver
proposed earlier in this chapter are illustrated in Figures 3.7. In the same ﬁgures,
the experimental results are compared against the MATLAB simulations (green lines)
and the simulations over the software channel emulator during the migration process
from MATLAB to LabVIEW (blue lines). These ﬁgures shows that even under exper-
imental conditions with RF paths, the results for system value sum rates and EEER
allocation with and without SIC receiver has similar performance which further proves
the validity of the SIC formation proposed in this chapter. Apart from verifying over
the Pedestrian-A channel, the experiments were also carried out over the EVA channel
and are compared to its MATLAB simulations which shows similar behaviour. These
ﬁgures are shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 3.6: Simulations & Experiments Comparisons over Pedestrian-A (non-SIC)
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In Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, comparisons between the EEER with and without SIC
receiver (solid lines), system value sum rate with and without SIC receiver (dotted lines)
and the LTE sum rate (black dotted lines) carried over the testbed are illustrated for
the Pedestrian-A, Pedestrian-B and the EVA channels. For the Pedestrian-A channel,
the use of SIC receiver gives a 4Mbps improvement in both EEER system throughput
and system value sum rate at SNR of 20dB. When using the proposed SIC on the
HSDPA system under the same bandwidth, the sum rate for the HSDPA system is
1.5Mbps lower than the LTE sum rate with MMSE receiver for the Pedestrian-A channel
in most SNR regions. For the Pedestrian-B channel, the use of SIC receiver brings
8.5Mbps improvement in the EEER system throughput and 12.5Mbps improvement in
terms of sum rate at SNR of 20dB. The HSDPA sum rate with SIC receiver and the
LTE sum rate curves diverge at high SNR and the diﬀerence is 4.5Mbps at SNR of
20dB. For the EVA channel, the use of SIC improves the EEER system throughput by
7Mbps, and a 9Mbps improvement is observed over the sum rate at SNR of 20dB. By
using the SIC receiver in the HSDPA system, the system throughput is only 3Mbps
lower than the LTE system with MMSE receiver at SNR of 20dB. This shows that
even under the experimental conditions, the SIC receiver proposed in this chapter has
signiﬁcant improvements in terms of system throughput and sum rate in all Pedestrian-
A, Pedestrian-B and EVA channel conditions. Furthermore, it is shown that with the
use of the SIC receiver over the HSDPA, which is more susceptible to ISI in multipath
channels achieves only a slightly lower sum rate than the LTE which uses orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and guard period to deal with ISI, but without
the need to change the whole infrastructure.
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• one matrix inversion is required for the iterative energy calculation process.
Furthermore, it is observed that the proposed SIC receiver signiﬁcantly improves the
system throughput especially for the Pedestrian-B channels but without much addi-
tional complexity. Finally, the proposed SIC receiver has been examined using the
testbed system over the RF where it is shown that the behaviour is the same as the
the simulations. On top of that, it has been analysed that the sum rate improvements
using the SIC over the HSDPA system is very close to the sum rate in the more ISI
resilient LTE sum rate with MMSE receiver.
Chapter 4
Signature Sequence Optimisation
and Feedback Analysis
In Chapter 2, a transmitter optimisation strategy based on the use of power allocation
has been studied. In this chapter, this transmitter optimisation strategy is further
exploited using signature sequences. Given full Channel State Information (CSI) is
available at the transmitter, a signature sequence design is proposed in this chapter to
minimise the correlations between spreading codes while reducing both Inter-Symbol
Interference (ISI) and noise to increase the system's sum rate. When Frequency Division
Duplex (FDD) system is used, CSI is only available at the transmitter through feed-
back. Therefore, another signature sequence optimisation strategy  signature sequence
selection method is proposed which is based on removing those signature sequences that
are heavily aﬀected by interference and does not require full CSI at the transmitter.
This method can be applied to both EE and ES schemes and for cases with and without
the proposed SIC receiver to further optimise their system throughputs. Additionally,
the amount of CSI feedback required for the optimisation schemes proposed in this the-
sis is evaluated. Furthermore, the sum rate loss due to partial CSI at the Transmitter
(CSIT) of the HSDPA systems with more transmit antennas than receive antennas and
vice versa is studied for both SIC and non-SIC schemes.
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4.1 Signature Sequence Optimisation
Apart from power allocation as discussed in Chapter 2, another transmitter optimisa-
tion strategy is to carry out signature sequence optimisation. In the HSDPA system, a
ﬁxed set of orthogonal signature sequences known as the Orthogonal Variable Spread-
ing Factor (OVSF) codes are used for SISO system. In the case of MIMO systems, the
OVSF codes are used in conjunction with the precoding, creating an eﬀective MIMO
signature sequences. The formation of these signature sequences were shown in Sec-
tion 2.2.3 in Chapter 2 (page 41). Although signature sequences are orthogonal to
each other at the transmitter, the received signature sequences overlap with each other
and are no longer orthogonal at the receiver which causes degradation in system per-
formance. Therefore, designing good spreading sequences to ensure low interference
between spreading codes has been widely explored in literature such as [29, 38, 7476]
where iterative signature sequence design algorithms with power allocation were inves-
tigated to minimise the Mean Square Error (MSE) in [38,74,76]. On the other hand, a
more straight forward way is to minimise inter-code interference such that the received
signature sequences are orthogonal to each other is by performing eigen decomposi-
tion on the square of the channel matrix, HHH where H is deﬁned in Equation (1.4)
in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1 (see page 27), and setting the eigenvectors as signature
sequence [77]. This formulation is also equivalent to performing Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) on the channel matrix, H and use the conjugate transpose of the right
singular value as the signature sequence. In [78, 79], the pair of precoder and decoder
for MIMO channels was designed to minimise the MSE by jointly diagonalising the
MIMO channel into eigen subchannels. In this case, power allocation strategies were
used where the noise covariance was taken into account during the eigen decomposition
of the square of the channel matrix. Based on that idea, a signature sequence design
is proposed in this chapter to consider the noise covariance as well as the channel from
the previous and next symbol periods to further minimise the MSE. In the next two
sections, the formation of this signature sequence design is described. After that, the
signature sequence selection will be introduced. Following that, the practicality of the
diﬀerent optimisation strategies explored in this thesis are evaluated in terms of the
amount of feedback bits required when considering FDD mode in the HSDPA system.
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Finally, in this chapter, the sum rate loss due to partial CSIT is examined for MIMO
systems with more transmit antennas than receive antennas and vice versa, with and
without the proposed SIC receiver.
4.2 Optimised Signature Sequence
To minimise the cross-correlations between the received signature sequences of the ith
and jth spread channels ∀i, j, i.e.
qH
i
q
j
= 0 for i, j = 1, . . . ,K and i 6= j, (4.1)
the most straight forward way is to obtain the set of signature sequence by performing
SVD on channel matrix H as follows:
HHH = VDVH (4.2)
where V is the eigenvectors of matrix HHH and D is a diagonal matrix containing the
eigenvalues. The signature sequence set can be formulated such that:
S = V. (4.3)
By setting the signature sequence set equals to V, the received signature sequence set
satisfy the following properties:
QHQ = (HS)HHS = VHVDVHV = D. (4.4)
This shows that the received signature sequences has zero cross-correlations and are
orthogonal to each other.
To further optimise the signature sequence set, the covariance matrix that includes
ISI terms and additive white Gaussian noise can be considered during the eigen decom-
position by using :
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• the channel matrix of the previous symbol period H1 (as deﬁned in Equation
(1.5) in page 27),
• the next symbol period H2 (see Equation (1.6) in page 27), as well as
• the amplitude matrix that contains energy terms, A, (see Equation (2.4) in page
38).
Then, given that the full number of spreading sequences are used, the interference plus
noise covariance matrix CI can be deﬁned as follows:
CI = H1A
2HH1 + H2A
2HH2 + σ
2
nINR(N+L−1) (4.5)
where σ2n is the additive white Gaussian noise power per dimension. In the case of
equal energy allocation, the interference plus noise covariance matrix can be rewritten
as:
CI =
ET
K?
H1H
H
1 +
ET
K?
H2H
H
2 + σ
2
nINR(N+L−1). (4.6)
The optimised signature sequence set is obtained by setting:
S = VI (4.7)
where VI is the matrix with eigenvectors for the matrix H
HC−1I H and DI is a diagonal
matrix containing the corresponding eigenvalues.
4.3 Evaluation of Diﬀerent Signature Sequences
An evaluation of the performance of diﬀerent signature sequences including the OVSF
codes with precoding, signature sequence provided in Equation (4.3) and in Equation
(4.7) have been evaluated in terms of system value sum rate. This is shown in Figure
4.1 for the Pedestrian-A channel and Figure 4.2 for the Pedestrian-B channel. For
the SIC schemes, there is no noticeable diﬀerence in performance to which signature
sequence set is used. However, it is clear from these ﬁgures that for non-SIC schemes,
the diﬀerence between the OVSF and the more optimised non-OVSF codes is about
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7Mbps for SNR> 20dB (high SNR regions). Furthermore, from Figure 4.2, the proposed
approach based on Equation (4.7) has similar performance to the signature sequence
in Equation (4.3) up to 20dB but has more improvements above 20dB when ISI is
minimised.
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Figure 4.1: Comparisons of Diﬀerent Signature Sequences (Pedestrian-A)
Despite the good performance achieved using signature sequences in Equation (4.3)
and Equation (4.7) over non-SIC receivers, full channel information is hard to obtain at
the transmitter when Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) systems are used. This moti-
vates the formation of an alternative signature sequence optimisation method without
requiring full channel knowledge at the transmitter. This can be done by selecting an
an optimal subset of signature sequences (or equivalently, by removing or switching oﬀ
those with low received SINRs).
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Figure 4.2: Comparisons of Diﬀerent Signature Sequences (Pedestrian-B)
4.4 Feedback and Channel Removal
The availability of CSIT can further increase the data throughput through transmitter
adaptation such as power allocation as shown in Chapter 2 and signature sequence
optimisation as discussed in this chapter. Other purposes of obtaining CSIT include
interference avoidance and better scheduling for multi-user scenario [80]; and to further
exploit spatial diversity and multiplexing gain [81]. CSIT can be obtained by exploiting
the channel reciprocity [82] for Time Division Duplex (TDD) system where both the
uplink and downlink share the same frequency. However, channel reciprocity approach
does not apply to the FDD mode which is more widely used in the HSDPA system
where both uplink and downlink are on diﬀerent frequencies.
Feedback of instantaneous channel conditions can be analogue or digital. Examples
of analogue feedback include [83,84] where downlink channel coeﬃcients are transmitted
using unquantised QAM symbols. Digital feedback aims to quantise CSI while reducing
the number of feedback bits required. For digital feedback, it is shown that with
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proper design, a small number of bits about the channel conditions is required for
feedback to obtain near optimal channel adaptation [80, 85]. This is known as ﬁnite-
rate feedback systems as deﬁned in [86] which minimises the CSI feedback required
while exploiting transmitter adaptations. As full CSIT is hard to obtain in the FDD
system, an alternative signature sequence optimisation is also proposed in this chapter
to minimise the CSI feedback required. This can be done by selecting an optimal
subset of signature sequences (based on the precoded OVSF codes) and by removing
those with low received SINR.
In literature, subchannel removal has been considered in various algorithms. For
instance, in the water-ﬁlling algorithm in [87], the subchannels that have low gains with
respect to the total sum rate are removed. Other subchannel removal methods include
the use of eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix and isolate the bad data streams
to minimise the sum MSE [88]. In [48], switching oﬀ methods have been proposed for
the low SINR data streams so that power can be allocated to the remaining streams
with better SINR. In [89], the use of rounding rates down to zero has been proposed
for the low rate subchannels. Nevertheless, the removal of bad signature sequences
to increase the system throughput is not yet explored in the HSDPA or the CDMA
systems. In this chapter, a novel algorithm is proposed to ﬁnd the optimal subset of
the signature sequence using the system value approach developed in Chapter 2. This
approach is appropriate for both ES and EE allocation schemes.
The ESER approach is used to equalise the received SINRs of all spread channels
to the target SINR as described in Chapter 2. However, signature sequence selection
can further optimise the system throughput by removing those signature sequences that
require more energy to reach the target SINR, so that the energy is more eﬃciently
used. An algorithm for the signature sequence selection to further increase the system
throughput of ESER and ESTG approaches is proposed. Similarly, an algorithm for
signature sequence selection is proposed for the EEER and EETG schemes to improve
the system throughput. This is done by switching oﬀ those spread channels that has a
low received SINR, so that a higher data rate can be allocated to the spread channels
in better conditions.
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4.5 Selecting the Optimum Signature Sequence Set
In this section, the signature sequence selection procedure [26] is proposed by using the
system value calculations in Equation (2.38) of page 47 and Equation (3.7) of page 69.
The selection of signature sequences involves two steps: the ﬁrst process is to ﬁnd the
signature sequence sets starting from K˜ = K to K˜ = 1 by eliminating the signature
sequence with the smallest system value for each set. This generates a new set of
signature sequences for each K˜ iteration. Using the stored signature sequence sets, the
second process is to ﬁnd the optimum number of signature sequences that maximise
the total rate for the intended energy allocation scheme (ES or EE).
4.5.1 Signature Sequence Selection for Each K˜
The ﬁrst process of signature sequence selection starts from K˜ = K and continues
by iteratively adjusting K˜ = K˜ − 1 until it reaches K˜ = 1. The selection starts
from K˜ = K because for each K˜th iteration, the signature sequence corresponding to
the spread channel with the worst SINR (lowest system value) is removed. In other
words, a smaller set of signature sequences with good conditions are retained after each
iteration. The set of signature sequences corresponding to each K˜th loop should be
stored for further processing in Section 4.5.2 for either ES or EE allocation schemes.
To ﬁnd the system values and signature sequence set for each K˜th iteration, the
ﬁrst step is to ﬁnd the system values λ
K˜
=
[
λ1, ..., λK˜
]T
according to Equation (2.38)
(see page 47) for non-SIC scheme and Equation (3.7) (see page 69) for SIC scheme.
The second step is to perform channel ordering by sorting the elements in λ
K˜
in an
ascending manner to form λ
ord,K˜
and obtain its ordering kord = [a1, ..., aK˜ ]
T ∈ NK˜×1.
This means: [
λ
ord,K˜
]
k
=
[
λ
K˜
]
ak
. (4.8)
Then, obtain [λmin]K˜ which is to the minimum element of λK˜ . This also corresponds
to the ﬁrst element of λ
ord,K˜
such that:
[λmin]K˜ =
[
λ
ord,K˜
]
1
. (4.9)
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After that, obtain the mean system value [λmean]K˜ as shown in Equation (2.48) (see
page 55).
By initialising Stemp
K˜
= S as in Equation (2.5) in page 38, the signature sequence
set is ordered according to the corresponding ordered system values such that:
[
Sord
K˜
]
k
=
[
Stemp
K˜
]
ak
for k = 1, ..., K˜ (4.10)
where
Sord
K˜
=
[
sord
K˜,1
, ..., sord
K˜,k
, ..., sord
K˜,K˜
]
. (4.11)
Then, form the received signature sequence set using:
Q = HSord
K˜
, (4.12a)
Q1 = H1S
ord
K˜
, (4.12b)
Q2 = H2S
ord
K˜
. (4.12c)
After that, perform signature sequence removal by removing the ﬁrst column of
Sord
K˜
(which corresponds to the signature sequence with the lowest system value) to
form Stemp
K˜−1 for the next iteration:
Stemp
K˜−1 =
[
sord
K˜,2
, ..., sord
K˜,k
, ..., sord
K˜,K˜
]
. (4.13)
Set K˜ = K˜ − 1. This process is repeated until K˜ = 1. The algorithm is summarised in
Algorithm 9.
After storing the optimum signature sequence sets for each K˜, the optimum set
can be selected according to the energy allocation scheme (ES or EE) and this will be
described next.
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Algorithm 9 Algorithm to Remove the Bad Signature Sequences
1: Initialisation
2: Form Stemp
K˜
=S and Sord
K˜
=S
3: Form Q,Q1 and Q2 as shown in Equation (4.12) using S
ord
K˜
4: for K˜ = K to K˜ = 1 do
5: Find the system values
6: Allocate energy equally to all spread channels Ek =
ET
K˜
for k = 1, ..., K˜
7: Form A as shown in Equation (2.4)
8: for k = 1, . . . , K˜ do
9: if MMSE receiver is used then
10: Find λk = Ekq
H
k
C−1q
k
and C from Equation (2.38)
11: else
12: if SIC receiver is used then
13: Find λk = Ekq
H
k
C−1k qk and Ck from Equation (3.7)
14: Form λ
K˜
=
[
λ1, ..., λk, ..., λK˜
]T
15: Reorder of the signature sequences
16: Order λ
K˜
in an ascending manner to form λ
ord,K˜
17: Obtain its ordering kord =
[
a1, ..., aK˜
]T
18: if EEER or EETG then
19: Find the minimum system value λ
min,K˜
as:
λ
min,K˜
=
[
λ
ord,K˜
]
1
(4.14)
20: else
21: if ESER or ESTG then
22: Calculate the mean system value λ
mean,K˜
:
λ
mean,K˜
=
λT
K˜
1
K˜
K˜
(4.15)
where 1
K˜
is a vector containing ones with a length of K˜.
23: Order the signature sequence set
[
Sord
K˜
]
k
= [Stemp
K˜
]ak for k = 1, ..., K˜.
24: Perform signature sequence removal by removing the ﬁrst column of Sord
K˜
:
Stemp
K˜−1 =
[
sord
K˜,2
, ..., sord
K˜,k
, ..., sord
K˜,K˜
]
(4.16)
25: Set K˜ = K˜ − 1
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4.5.2 Signature Sequence Selection for ES and EE Allocations
Selecting the optimum signature sequence set is to ﬁnd the combination of K˜ and bp
that maximises the total rate for a speciﬁc energy allocation scheme (ES or EE). Firstly,
for a given set of discrete rate represented by the vector b = [b1, . . . , bp, . . . , bP ], ﬁnd
the corresponding target system value vector λtar using the following equation:
[λtar]p =
Γ
(
2bp − 1)
1− Γ (2bp − 1) . (4.17)
where Γ is the gap value. Then, if ES allocations are performed, use λ
mean,K˜
obtained in
Equation (4.15), ﬁnd the rate to be allocated for the K˜th channel, bp
K˜
, ∀ K˜ = 1, . . . ,K
which satisﬁes the following inequatlity:
[λtar]p
K˜
≤ [λmean]K˜ < [λtar](p+1)K˜ (4.18)
where (p+ 1)
K˜
is the index of the next discrete rate (p+ 1) for the K˜ channel.
Otherwise, if EE allocations are performed, use λ
min,K˜
obtained in Equation (4.14)
and ﬁnd p
K˜
∀ K˜ = 1, . . . ,K which satisﬁes the following inequality:
[λtar]p
K˜
≤ [λmin]K˜ < [λtar](p+1)K˜ . (4.19)
Find the total rate for all K˜ = 1, . . . ,K by using the following equation:
[RT ]K˜ = K˜ [b]PK˜
(4.20)
The optimum number of signature sequences and total rate R?T for either ESER or
EEER allocation is given by the following equations:
K? = arg
(
max
K˜=1,··· ,K
(RT )
)
, (4.21)
b?p = [b]pK? , (4.22)
R?T = [RT ]K? = K
?b?p. (4.23)
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After obtaining K?, the corresponding signature sequence is SordK? (refer to Section
4.5.1). The algorithm can be summarised in Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 Algorithm to Find K? for ES and EE Schemes
1: Find λtar corresponding to each data rate b = [b1, . . . , bp, . . . , bP ] using Equation
(4.17)
2: Find p
K˜
∀ K˜ = 1, . . . ,K
3: if ESER or ESTG then
4: Obtain p
K˜
using Equation (4.18)
5: else
6: if EEER or EETG then
7: Compute p
K˜
using Equation (4.19)
8: Calculate RT using Equation (4.20).
9: Obtain K? using Equation (4.21), b?p using Equation (4.22) and R
?
T using Equation
(4.23).
10: Select the optimum signature sequence set SordK? for ES allocation.
11: if ESER or ESTG then
12: Find λ?mean using the following equation:
λ?mean = [λmean]K? (4.24)
13: else
14: if
15: thenFind λ?min using the following equation:
λ?min = [λmin]K? (4.25)
The rate R?T given in Equation (4.20) is for equal rate allocation. When ESTG
is performed, the number of spread channels that can carry b?p+1, m can be found by
ﬁnding the maximum m that satisfy:
(K? −m) [λtar]pK? +m [λtar](p+1)K? ≤ K
? [λmean]K? (4.26)
Similarly, EETG allocation can also be performed by loading spread channels that
has system values λk > [λtar](p+1)K? with b
?
p+1. Then the total rate for two-group
allocation is given by:
R?T,TG = (K
? −m) b?p +mλtar(b?p+1) (4.27)
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4.6 Complexity of Signature Sequence Selection
The complexity of signature sequence selection mainly arises from Algorithm 9 where
matrix and vector multiplications as well as sorting and ordering operations were per-
formed. On the other hand, in Algorithm 10, only rate calculations and selecting the
signature sequence set (computed in Algorithm 9) that optimises the total rate were
carried out.
Deﬁning α = NR(N + L− 1), the main computational complexity in Algorithm 9
includes:
• Operation qH
k
C−1q
k
(or qH
k
C−1k qk) in step 10 (or 12), which requires a complexity
of 2O(α2) for each k, and a total of 2K of O(α2) operations for k = 1, . . . ,K?.
• Sorting of λ
K˜
in step 16, which has an average complexity of O(α logα) for most
sorting algorithms and
• Ordering signature sequence to ﬁnd Sord
K˜
which can be done by performing ma-
trix multiplication between the matrix to be ordered and a permutation matrix,
requiring a complexity of O(α3).
A permutation matrix is a reordered identity matrix where there is only one 1 in
each row and column. For example, let Ψ = [ψ
1
, ψ
2
, ψ
3
] and the intended order is
Ψord = [ψ3, ψ1, ψ2]. The ordering can be done by forming the permutation matrix
P =

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
 (4.28)
and performing matrix multiplication Ψord = ΨP.
Therefore, this algorithm will require less than 2O(α3) in complexity.
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• transport-block size and
• number of channelisation codes
that each MIMO stream should operate under the estimated channel conditions at
the receiver. Another set of codebooks is related to the precoding weights for MIMO
systems.
The aim of codebook design is to create a set of codewords which represent the
diﬀerent states of channel conditions. These codewords and their respective indices
are known to both the receiver and the transmitter. Therefore, only the index of the
selected codeword is required. The number of bits, B required to be fed back depends
on the codebook size 2B. There are two sets of codebooks for the HSDPA system.
The ﬁrst set is known as Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) and the second set is the
Precoding Control Indicator (PCI) which is only used for MIMO conﬁguration. CQI
contains information related to link adaptation, while PCI contains the precoding vector
that is best suited for MIMO transmissions under the current channel conditions. The
CQI tables for the HSDPA system is outlined in TS25.214 v.11.6.0 Section 6.2.3 [43].
Each of these tables are catered for diﬀerent User Equipment (UE) categories as some
UE supports limited channelisation codes or lower order of modulation scheme. In these
tables, each CQI index contains information including the transport block size NTBS ,
the number of channelisation codes, K, and the modulation scheme to be employed.
Given the following parameters:
• the number of bits for cyclic redundancy check, NCRC = 24,
• the number of symbols per TTI, N (x) = 480, together with
• the transport block size NTBS ,
• the number of channelisation codes, K and
• the number of bits in the modulation scheme b
from the tables, the eﬀective code rate rcode can be calculated as follows:
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rcode =
NTBS +NCRC
KN (x)b
. (4.29)
Hence, bp can be obtained using the following equation:
bp = brcode. (4.30)
An example of a CQI table together with the calculated rcode and bp is given in Table
4.1.
Table 4.1: CQI Table Corresponding to TS25.214 v.11.6.0 7Ib
CQI Index NTBS K Modulation b rcode bp Equivalent AWGN
0 4592 15 QPSK 2 0.32 0.64 -3
1 4592 15 QPSK 2 0.32 0.64 -1
2 5296 15 QPSK 2 0.37 0.74 0
3 7312 15 QPSK 2 0.51 1.02 0
4 9392 15 QPSK 2 0.65 1.31 0
5 11032 15 QPSK 2 0.77 1.54 0
6 14952 15 16QAM 4 0.52 2.08 0
7 17880 15 16QAM 4 0.62 2.49 0
8 21384 15 16QAM 4 0.74 2.97 0
9 24232 15 16QAM 4 0.84 3.37 0
10 27960 15 64QAM 6 0.65 3.89 0
11 32264 15 64QAM 6 0.75 4.48 0
12 36568 15 64QAM 6 0.85 5.08 0
13 39984 15 64QAM 6 0.93 5.56 0
14 42192 15 64QAM 6 0.98 5.86 0
As there are many CQI tables for diﬀerent handsets, this thesis assumes that the
bp values are from 0 to 6 with 0.5 intervals as shown in Table 2.3 in page 58. This
corresponds to 4 bits feedback.
4.9 Analysis of Link Adaptation Feedback
So far, the practicality of diﬀerent optimisation schemes was evaluated in terms of com-
putational complexity (number of matrix inversion required). When an FDD system is
used, the practicality of transmitter optimisation has to be further evaluated in terms of
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the amount of CSI required for feedback1 . An analysis in terms of number of feedback
bits required for link adaptation is carried out for the diﬀerent optimisation schemes
proposed in this thesis.
For the EEER schemes, since energy available at the transmitter is equally allo-
cated, only the rates to be allocated (in this case, 4 bits) are required to be fed back.
For the EETG scheme, since two rates bp and bp+1 are allocated to diﬀerent spread
channels, information is required about which spread channels can transmit at rate
bp+1. Since bp+1 is the next discrete rate in the CQI table, feeding back such infor-
mation is not required. Therefore, the total number of feedback bits required for the
EEER scheme is 4 bits; while the EETG scheme requires 4 + log2K bits, where K is
the total number of signature sequences used for transmission.
When signature sequence selection is used, information regarding which spread
channel to be switched oﬀ is required. Therefore, a total of 4+log2K feedback bits are
required for the EEER scheme with K? signature sequences and 4 + 2 log2K feedback
bits are required for the EETG scheme with K? schemes.
For the system value based ESER scheme proposed in Chapter 2, power adaptation
is used to improve the system throughput. In this scheme, energy allocation for each
spread channel (which varies across vast values and requires great accuracy) is required
to be fed back to the transmitter. This means that a large set of feedback bits are
required compared to the EETG scheme with K? for a small improvement as shown
in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Therefore, although the ES approaches achieve a better perfor-
mance and can be applied to the TDD system where CSI can be exploited much easily,
the use of signature sequence selection scheme has an upper hand when balancing the
amount of feedback and system throughput for the FDD system. The above analysis
is summarised in Table 4.2.
1Note that the SIC receiver does not contribute to additional feedback as it does not require
transmitter adaptation.
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Table 4.2: Link Adaptation Feedback for Diﬀerent Optimisation Schemes
Optimisation Scheme Total Feedback Bits
EEER 4
EETG 4 + log2K
EEER K? 4 + log2K
EETG K? 4 + 2 log2K
ESER >> 4 + 2 log2K
4.10 Multiplexing & Array gains in MIMO FDD Systems
So far, a 2×2 MIMO system for spatial multiplexing has been considered and evaluated
based on system value sum rate and system throughput. The use of MIMO technologies
can improve the performance of a communication system without the need of additional
bandwidth. The main enhancements of MIMO systems include diversity gain, spatial
multiplexing gain and beamforming gain (power gain) [94]. The aim of a diversity
system is to combat fading and to improve error performance through sending and/or
receiving replicas of a signal and is measured in terms of error rate. Transmit diversity
techniques include the use of Alamouti codes [95], Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes
(OSTBCs) [96] and Space-Time Trellis Codes (STTCs) [97]; while receive diversity is
usually achieved through antenna selection or receiver combining techniques such as
Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) and linear combining [98, 99]. A spatial multi-
plexing system [10, 11] aims to increase data rate by sending diﬀerent signal through
diﬀerent spatial streams and the multiplexing gain in given by min(NT , NR) where
NT is the total number of transmit antennas and NR is the total number of receive
antennas as deﬁned in Chapter 1. On the other hand, trade-oﬀs between diversity
and multiplexing gain has been studied in [100, 101] to balance between bit error rate
performance and system throughput. Transmit beamforming gain can be achieved by
transmitting the signals towards the desired directions of the designed user and nulls
towards the directions to the other users [102]. Given some form of channel information
is available at the transmitter, precoding or beamforming techniques can be applied
to diversity or multiplexing systems to further boost their performance. These tech-
niques include zero-forcing beamforming, regularised zero-forcing beamforming [103]
and beamforming based on MUltiple SIgnal Classiﬁcation (MUSIC) algorithm [104].
As channel coding is used in modern systems which provide coding gain to achieve
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error performance [105, 106], this thesis only considers multiplexing systems and the
power gain achieved through increasing the number of antennas on one side (either
on the transmitter or receiver side) while keeping the other side constant to further
increase the total data rate.
Deﬁning the MIMO systems containing NT transmit antennas and NR transmit
antennas as a NT ×NR system, this section focus on examining the sum rate of MIMO
systems including the 2×3, 3×2, 2×4, 4×2, 3×4 and 4×3 systems with partial CSIT
(precoding codebook only). In [102], the diﬀerence in terms of ergodic capacity between
having full CSIT and only having statistical channel information at the transmitter was
explored for the 2 × 2, 2 × 4, 4 × 2 and 4 × 4 MIMO systems. It was observed that
when NR ≥ NT , the capacities are the same between having full CSIT or partial CSIT.
However, when NR < NT , there is a diﬀerence between the ergodic capacities of having
full CSIT and partial CSIT where the gain comes from the energy saved by not emitted
energy to the subspace that is not seen by the receiver [102]. The diﬀerence between
the systems with NR < NT and the systems with NR > NT (with partial or full CSIT)
because the receiver has full channel knowledge.
For downlink systems, it is more attractive to increase the number of antennas
at the transmitter (base station) rather than increasing the number of antennas at
the receiver (handset) due to space constraints and processing capabilities in handsets.
Therefore, CSIT is very important. To reduce the feedback while achieving partial CSIT
when the FDD system is used, precoding codebooks are deﬁned for the two transmit
antennas and four transmit antennas MIMO HSDPA systems. However, there is a loss
of beamforming gain due to partial CSIT 2 in a MIMO system with NT > NR. This
chapter evaluates the loss of beamforming gain in MIMO systems with NT > NR in
terms of system value sum rate for both SIC and non-SIC schemes. Furthermore, a
comparison study of the non-SIC scheme with NR > NT and the SIC scheme with
NT > NR is also carried out.
2Note that this does not aﬀect a MIMO system with NR > NT as the receiver has full channel
knowledge.
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4.10.1 Evaluation of Partial CSIT in MIMO FDD Systems
The MIMO signature sequences used in this section is based on the precoding codebook
in Section 2.2.4 in page 42 for the 2 transmit antennas system and Appendix D in page
145 for the 3 and 4 transmit antenna schemes. The codeword is selected according
to the sum rate maximisation criteria by using the system value sum rate calculation
in Equation (2.35) in page 46 where the codeword that gives the highest sum rate
will be selected. In theory, when NR ≥ NT as described in the previous section, the
ergodic capacity is the same whether full CSIT or partial CSIT is available. The sum
rate for systems with NR ≥ NT using the worst precoding codeword, i.e. choosing
the codeword with the lowest sum rate, and the sum rate using the best precoding
codeword is evaluated in Figure 4.9 for the Pedestrian-A channel and Figure 4.10 for
the Pedestrian-B channel for non-SIC receivers. From these ﬁgures, it can be seen
that even in the worst scenario where all the signals from the transmit antennas are
emitting at wrong directions, the sum rate loss is not very signiﬁcant. This means that
the feedback of PCI is not necessary when NR ≥ NT .
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The diﬀerence between using more receive antennas than transmit antennas (i.e.
2× 3, 2× 4 and 3× 4 MIMO systems) and using more transmit antennas than receive
antennas, (i.e. 3×2, 4×2 and 4×3 MIMO systems) are evaluated. These comparisons
are illustrated in Figure 4.11 for the non-SIC scheme and Figure 4.12 for the SIC
scheme. Comparing to the systems with NR < NT (where full channel information is
available at the receiver), the sum rate loss is quite signiﬁcant with partial CSIT by
using the codebooks in standards for systems with NR < NT . For Pedestrian-A channel
without SIC receiver at SNR of 30dB, the loss due to partial CSIT is:
• 7.5Mbps between the 3× 4 and 4× 3 systems;
• 12Mbps between the 2× 4 and 4× 2 systems and
• 7.5Mbps between the 2× 3 and 3× 2 systems.
However, when SIC receiver is applied, the diﬀerence in terms of sum rate between:
• 3× 4 and 4× 3 systems decreases from 7.5Mbps to 3Mbps;
• 2× 4 and 4× 2 systems decreases from 12Mbps to 5Mbps and
• 2× 3 and 3× 2 systems decreases from 9Mbps to 4Mbps
at SNR of 30dB.
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Figure 4.12: MIMO with SIC schemes for Pedestrian-B channel
Similar improvements are observed in the Pedestrian-B channel when using the
SIC receiver. These results are illustrated in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 for the non-SIC and
SIC receiver respectively. For the case without SIC receiver at SNR of 30dB, the loss
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due to partial CSIT is:
• 29Mbps between the 3× 4 and 4× 3 systems;
• 37Mbps between the 2× 4 and 4× 2 systems and
• 26Mbps between the 2× 3 and 3× 2 systems.
However, when SIC receiver is applied, the diﬀerence in terms of sum rate between:
• 3× 4 and 4× 3 systems decreases from 29Mbps to 14Mbps;
• 2× 4 and 4× 2 systems decreases from 37Mbps to 17Mbps and
• 2× 3 and 3× 2 systems decreases from 26Mbps to 11.5Mbps
at SNR of 30dB. This shows that the use of SIC scheme can decrease the diﬀerence
between systems with NR > NT with partial CSIT and systems with NR < NT by over
half.
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Figure 4.14: MIMO with SIC schemes for Pedestrian-B channel
Although increasing the number of receive antennas achieves better results than
increasing the number of transmit antennas, it is diﬃcult to install more receive anten-
nas due to space constraints in handsets. Therefore, it will be interesting to ﬁnd out
if the NT > NR MIMO systems with the proposed SIC receiver will achieve similar
or better performance than the NT < NR systems but with a simple MMSE receiver.
These results are shown in Figure 4.15 for the Pedestrian-A channel and Figure 4.16
for the Pedestrian-B channel. It is found that for most cases, the use of SIC receiver
with NT > NR achieves a much higher sum rate than using a simple MMSE receiver
in NT < NR systems. For instance, at SNR of 30dB an improvement of
• 18Mbps for Pedestrian-A is observed when using 4× 3 SIC system instead of the
3× 4 non-SIC system;
• 22Mbps for Pedestrian-B is observed when using 4× 3 SIC system instead of the
3× 4 non-SIC system;
• 8Mbps for Pedestrian-A is observed when using 3× 2 SIC system instead of the
2× 3 non-SIC system;
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• 9Mbps for Pedestrian-B is observed when using 3× 2 SIC system instead of the
2× 3 non-SIC system;
• 4Mbps for Pedestrian-A is observed when using 4× 2 SIC system instead of the
2× 4 non-SIC system;
• while similar results are observed for the Pedestrian-B when using 4 × 2 SIC
system instead of the 2× 4 non-SIC system.
This shows the signiﬁcance of the use of SIC receivers to further improve the system
value sum rate and provide a tradeoﬀ between space constraints in the mobile handset
and the sum rate loss due to partial CSIT when more transmit antennas are used.
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4.11 Summary
In this chapter, a signature design optimisation approach that minimises the ISI was
proposed. It is observed that when the SIC receiver is not implemented, there is a
wide gap in terms of sum rate between the use of precoded OVSF codes and the
more optimised signature sequences. However, as full CSIT is hard to obtain in FDD
systems, an alternative signature sequence optimisation is proposed by removing those
signature sequences with low SVs (equivalently low received SINR). This increases
the overall system throughput because transmission energy is allocated to the spread
channels in better conditions. Signiﬁcant improvements were observed in the EETG
allocation schemes with and without SIC receivers and in ESTG allocations with the
MMSE receivers. Moreover, it is observed that the simple EETG approach with the
non-SIC receiver with K? signature sequences can achieve a system throughput close to
the more complicated ESTG approach with the non-SIC receiver and without signature
sequence selection.
In a TDD system, the CSIT can be exploited using channel reciprocity. However,
when FDD system is used, it is important to consider the practicality of transmitter
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optimisation techniques in terms of both computational complexity and the number
of bits required to be fed back to the transmitter. The amount of feedback required
is evaluated for the schemes proposed in this thesis including EEER, EETG (with
and without signature sequence selection) and ES approaches. It is concluded that
the use of EEER and EETG schemes with signature sequence selection balances the
system throughput performance and the amount of feedback required in the case of
FDD system.
Finally, the sum rate loss due to partial CSIT is evaluated in systems with more
transmit antennas than receive antennas and vice versa. As there is a limited number
of codewords available for the precoding selection, hence limited CSIT, it is expected
that the sum rate of systems with NT > NR is lower than systems with NR > NT .
However, due to the space constraint at the receiver (mobile phone terminals), it is
more practical to install more antennas at the transmitter (base station). By using the
SIC receiver in systems with NT > NR, it is found that the sum rate is higher than in
systems with NR > NT without using SIC receiver.
Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions and Future
Work
In this thesis diﬀerent ways to further increase the system throughput were studied.
The use of transmitter adaptations including the simpliﬁed system value based ES
power allocation approaches proposed in Chapter 2 and the signature sequence optimi-
sation approaches in Chapter 4 is examined. The optimum signature sequence selection
method for EE and ES schemes were proposed to further increase the system through-
put without requiring much information to be fed back to the transmitter. The use of
receiver optimisation was also investigated in Chapter 3, where a SIC receiver algorithm
was proposed. The proposed algorithm reduces the complexity during the calculation
of system values as well as the calculation of energies for ES allocations while achieving
a higher system throughput.
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
In Chapter 2, the use of diﬀerent power allocation strategies were studied including
EEER, EETG, ESER and ESTG schemes aiming at achieving higher system through-
put. However, the traditional constraint optimisation approach to search for the data
rate bp to be allocated and the energy allocation is rather computationally expen-
sive. Therefore, the system value criterion was proposed in this chapter to simplify
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the complexity. When the proposed system value approach is integrated with the ES
allocations, the computation of ESER allocation decreased by P times, where P is the
total number of discrete rates available. On the other hand, when the system value
based ESTG scheme is implemented, the complexity reduces by P + K? − 1 times,
where K? is optimum number signature sequence.
In Chapter 3, the SIC receiver was proposed that cancels interferences in both
space and time domain where signiﬁcant improvement was observed in terms of sum
rate compared to the SIC receiver that only cancels interference in space domain in
[64]. The SIC formation can also be applied to the system value approach proposed
in Chapter 2. This formation decreases the number matrix inversions of the system
value calculations from K? to 1, and further decreases the number of matrix inversions
during the iterative energy calculations from Imax to 1. Furthermore, the proposed SIC
algorithm was veriﬁed in terms of both sum rate and system throughput using both
MATLAB simulations and experimental measurements based on the NI-PXIe testbed.
In addition, it was shown that under the same conditions, the use of the proposed SIC
receiver in the HSDPA system achieved a sum rate close to the more ISI resilient LTE
system.
In Chapter 4, signature sequence optimisation was considered. A signature se-
quence design that minimises ISI and noise was proposed to further increase the sum
rate when full CSIT is available. In this chapter, a novel signature sequence optimisa-
tion strategy was proposed for the FDD systems that does not require extensive CSI
feedback. The proposed approach removes the signature sequences that corresponds
to low received SINR so that higher rates can be allocated to the spread channels of
high SINRs. The signature sequence selection algorithms were proposed for both EE
and ES allocations with and without SIC receiver based on the system values crite-
rion proposed in Chapter 2. These algorithms showed very signiﬁcant improvements
in systems without the SIC receiver and in channels with long delay spread (e.g. the
Pedestrian-B channel). Finally, the sum rate is evaluated for 2× 3, 3× 2, 2× 4, 4× 2,
3×4 and 4×3 systems with partial CSIT. Although the MIMO system with NR > NT
achieves a higher sum rate than NT > NR, it is hard to implement a system with
more antennas on the handsets than on the transmitter. However, if the proposed SIC
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receiver is used at the receiver, the use of NT > NR achieve a higher sum rate than
the use of NR > NT without SIC receiver, where the former set up require much less
hardware at the receiver.
5.2 List of Contributions
1. Proposed the use of system value based ES allocation scheme which has a much
less complexity than the traditional ES allocation scheme.
2. Proposed a novel SIC receiver of reduced complexity while increasing the system
throughput.
3. Compared the sum rate of the proposed SIC receiver which cancels out interfer-
ence in both space and time domain against the chip-level SIC in [64] which only
cancels interference in the space domain. By using the proposed SIC receiver,
signiﬁcant increase in the sum rate especially in channels with long power delay
proﬁles were observed.
4. Veriﬁed the validity of the proposed SIC algorithm through both MATLAB sim-
ulations and experimental measurements based on the NI-PXIe testbed.
5. Compared the sum rate of HSDPA system using the proposed SIC receiver against
LTE system with MMSE receiver under similar channel conditions (identical
power delay proﬁles) and equal bandwidth for a 2× 2 MIMO conﬁguration. This
comparative studies have shown that the HSDPA system with the SIC receiver
achieves a sum rate close to the more ISI resilient LTE system.
6. Proposed a signature sequence design that minimises the correlations between
codes while taking ISI and noise power into consideration.
7. Proposed the signature sequence selection method that further increases the sys-
tem throughput of both EE and ES allocation schemes without requiring too
much feedback.
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8. Studied the amount of feedback required for the diﬀerent optimisation schemes
including EEER, EETG, ESER and ESTG with and without signature sequence
optimisation.
9. Evaluated the sum rate loss due to partial CSIT for the HSDPA MIMO system
with diﬀerent antenna combinations with and without the SIC receiver.
5.3 Future Work
5.3.1 Channel model with correlations and Doppler eﬀects
Although a frequency multipath channel was used in this thesis, it has been assumed
that there are no correlations between the MIMO channel coeﬃcients. Considering the
use of more receive antennas in a mobile station where it only has a limited space,
there should be partial correlations between the channel coeﬃcients. Additionally,
in a situation where the user is moving in a moderate to high speed, the Doppler
eﬀects should also be considered. It is therefore desirable to further investigate the
performance of the schemes proposed in this thesis under a channel model with further
assumptions.
5.3.2 Extend the work to minimise inter-cell interference
In this thesis, it has been assumed that the mobile station is located at the center of
a cell, where the interference between cells are limited and therefore not considered.
However, when a user travels to places closer to cell boundaries, the inter-cell interfer-
ence can be quite severe [107]. A more extensive system model should that considers
inter-cell interference should be formed; and the eﬀects and performance of inter-cell
interference should be explored. Furthermore, the SIC receiver proposed in this chapter
should be extended such that it cancels both intra-cell interference as well as inter-cell
interference.
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5.3.3 Codebook design with more codewords
The amount of sum rate loss due to partial channel information at the transmitter
has been observed in the Chapter 4 when using the current set of precoding. On the
other hand, although the number of codewords in the HSDPA and LTE codebooks is
the same, equal or more feedback is required in the LTE system depending whether
feedback is carried out in a wideband or subband basis. It will be interesting to ﬁnd
out the performance diﬀerence for both cases. Similarly, an evaluation can be carried
out to ﬁnd out the improvement in terms of sum rate and system throughput in the
HSDPA systems by increasing the size of the codebook. Therefore, a codebook with
more codewords can be designed and that the optimum balance between the amount
of feedback information and sum rate improvements should be considered.
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Appendix A
The Proof of D−1k and C
−1
k
(Chapter 3)
This appendix shows the proof of the simpliﬁed D−1k as a function of C
−1
k−1 and the
formation of C−1k in terms of C
−1
k−1. The formation/proof of the simpliﬁed D
−1
k and
C−1k requires the use of matrix inversion lemma on Dk and Ck. The matrix inversion
lemma is deﬁned below:
(B + UVUH)−1 = B−1 −B−1U(V−1+UHB−1U)−1UHB−1 (A.1)
In Chapter 3, it has been shown that the equation for Ck is given as:
Ck = Ck−1 + Ekqkq
H
k
+ Ekqk,1q
H
k,1
+ Ekqk,2q
H
k,2
(A.2)
= Dk + Ekqkq
H
k
(A.3)
where
Dk = Ck−1 + Ekqk,1q
H
k,1
+ Ekqk,2q
H
k,2
(A.4)
= D1,k + Ekqk,2q
H
k,2
(A.5)
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with
D1,k = Ck−1 + Ekqk,1q
H
k,1
. (A.6)
A.1 The formation of D−1k
To ﬁnd D−1k as a function of C
−1
k−1, perform the matrix inversion lemma on Equation
(A.5) to obtain:
D−1k = D
−1
1,k −D−11,kqk,2(E−1k + qHk,2D−11,kqk,2)−1qHk,2D−11,k (A.7)
= D−11,k −
EkD
−1
1,kqk,2q
H
k,2
D−11,k
1 + EkqHk,2D
−1
1,kqk,2
. (A.8)
Similarly, perform matrix inversion lemma on Equation (A.6) which yields:
D−11,k = C
−1
k−1 −
EkC
−1
k−1qk,1q
H
k,1
C−1k−1
1 + EkqHk,1C
−1
k−1qk,1
. (A.9)
By substituting Equation (A.9) into Equation (A.8),
D−1k = C
−1
k−1 −
EkC
−1
k−1qk,1q
H
k,1
C−1k
1 + EkqHk,1C
−1
k−1qk,1
−
EkD
−1
1,kqk,2q
H
k,2
D−11,k
1 + EkqHk,2D
−1
1,kqk,2
(A.10)
= C−1k−1 −
EkC
−1
k−1qk,1q
H
k,1
C−1k
1 + EkqHk,1C
−1
k−1qk,1
(A.11)
−
Ek
(
C−1k−1 −
EkC
−1
k−1qk,1q
H
k,1
C−1k−1
1+EkqHk,1C
−1
k−1qk,1
)
q
k,2
qH
k,2
(
C−1k−1 −
EkC
−1
k−1qk,1q
H
k,1
C−1k−1
1+EkqHk,1C
−1
k−1qk,1
)
1 + EkqHk,2
(
C−1k−1 −
EkC
−1
k−1qk,1q
H
k,1
C−1k−1
1+EkqHk,1C
−1
k−1qk,1
)
q
k,2
.
Using d1 = C
−1
k−1qk,1, d2 = C
−1
k−1qk,2, ξ1 = q
H
k,1
d1, ξ2 = q
H
k,2
d2, ξ5 = q
H
k,1
and ζ1 =
Ek
1+Ekξ1
,
the above expression becomes:
D−1k = C
−1
k−1 − ζ1d1dH1 (A.12)
−
Ek
(
C−1k−1qk,2 − ζ1d1qHk,1C−1k−1qk,2
)(
qH
k,2
C−1k−1 − qHk,2ζ1C−1k−1qk,1dH1
)
1 + Ek
(
qH
k,2
C−1k−1qk,2 − qHk,2ζ1C−1k−1qk,1qHk,1C−1k−1qk,2
) .
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By substituting d2 = C
−1
k−1qk,2 , ξ5 = q
H
k,1
d2, ξ2 = q
H
k,2
d2, the above expression is sim-
pliﬁed to:
D−1k = C
−1
k−1 − ζ1d1dH1 −
Ek (d2 − ζ1d1ξ5)
(
dH2 − ζ1ξ∗5dH1
)
1 + Ek
(
ξ2 − ζ1 |ξ5|2
) . (A.13)
Through expanding the above equation and substituting Z1 = d1d
H
1 ,Z2 = d2d
H
2 ,Z3 =
d1d
H
2 into the expression to yield:
D−1k = C
−1
k−1 − ζ1Z1 −
Ek
(
Z2 − ζ1ξ∗5ZH3 − ζ1ξ5Z3 + ζ21 |ξ5|2 Z1
)
1 + Ek
(
ξ2 − ζ1 |ξ5|2
) . (A.14)
By letting ζ2 =
Ek
1+Ek(ξ2−ζ1|ξ5|2) , the above expression can be simpliﬁed to:
D−1k = C
−1
k−1 − ζ1Z1 − ζ2
(
Z2 − ζ1ξ∗5ZH3 − ζ1ξ5Z3 + ζ21 |ξ5|2 Z1
)
(A.15)
= C−1k−1 −
(
ζ1 + ζ
2
1ζ2 |ξ5|2
)
Z1 − ζ2Z2 + ζ1ζ2
(
ξ5Z3 + ξ
∗
5Z
H
3
)
. (A.16)
The above expression is the same as Equation (3.16).
A.2 The formation of C−1k
To ﬁnd C−1k in terms of D
−1
k , perform matrix inversion lemma on Ck = Dk +Ekqkq
H
k
C−1k = D
−1
k −
EkD
−1
k qkq
H
k
D−1k
1 + EkqHk D
−1
k qk
. (A.17)
Then, substitute d3 = D
−1
k qk to form:
C−1k = D
−1
k −
Ekd3d
H
3
1 + EkqHk D
−1
k qk
. (A.18)
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By letting Z4 = d3d
H
3 , the above expression is simpliﬁed to:
C−1k = D
−1
k −
EkZ4
1 + EkqHk D
−1
k qk
(A.19)
= D−1k − (A.20)
EkZ4
1 + EkqHk
(
C−1k−1 −
(
ζ1 + ζ21ζ2 |ξ5|2
)
Z1 − ζ2Z2 + ζ1ζ2
(
ξ5Z3 + ξ∗5ZH3
))
q
k
.
Substitute ξ = qH
k
d, ξ3 = q
H
k
d1, ξ4 = q
H
k
d2, ξ6 =Re(ξ3ξ
∗
4ξ5), d1d
H
1 = Z1, d2d
H
2 = Z2 and
d1d
H
2 = Z3, to yield
C−1k = D
−1
k − (A.21)
EkZ4
1 + Ek
(
ξ − ζ1 |ξ3|2 − |ξ3|2 ζ21ζ2 |ξ5|2 − ζ2 |ξ4|2 + ζ1ζ2 (ξ5ξ3ξ∗4 + ξ∗5ξ∗3ξ4)
)
= D−1k −
EkZ4
1 + Ek
(
ξ − ζ1 |ξ3|2 − ζ2
(
|ξ3|2 ζ21 |ξ5|2 + |ξ4|2 − 2ζ1ξ6
)) . (A.22)
Deﬁning ζ = Ek
1+Ek(ξ−ζ1|ξ3|2−ζ2(|ξ4|2−2ζ1ξ6+ζ21 |ξ3|2|ξ5|2))
, the above expression is simpliﬁed
to:
C−1k = D
−1
k − ζZ4 (A.23)
which is the same as Equation (3.20).
Similarly, by substituting D−1k in Equation (A.16) and letting ξ = q
H
k
d, ξ3 =
qH
k
d1, ξ4 = q
H
k
d2, ξ6 =Re(ξ3ξ
∗
4ξ5), d1d
H
1 = Z1, d2d
H
2 = Z2 and d1d
H
2 = Z3, the itera-
tive energy calculation can be reformed as:
Ek,i =
γtar
qH
k
D−1k,iqk
(A.24)
=
γtar
ξ − ζ1,(i−1) |ξ3|2 − ζ2,(i−1)
(
|ξ4|2 − 2ζ1ξ6 + ζ21,(i−1) |ξ3|2 |ξ5|2
) (A.25)
which is the same as Equation (3.25).
Appendix B
The Chip Level SIC receiver
(Chapter 3)
This appendix provides the chip level SIC formulation in [64] that was used for com-
parison purposes in Chapter 3. This chip-level SIC receiver detects and cancels MIMO
signals in a stream by stream basis starting from stream 1. The total number of MIMO
streams as NS = min(NT , NR) with streams ns = 1, . . . , NS . In this chip-level SIC
receiver formation, three precoding matrices is deﬁned:
• the full precoding matrix F,
• the precoding matrix for the detected streams F(ns)d and
• the precoding matrix for the remaining streams F(ns)r .
In Chapter 3, the 2×2 MIMO HSDPA system was examined. Therefore, the formation
of the precoding matrix in this appendix is based on the codebook described in Section
2.2.4 in page 42. The full precoding matrix given in Equation (2.26) is formed as:
F =
 F1 F1
F2 −F2
 . (B.1)
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At the start of processing stream 2, the precoding matrix for the detected stream
(stream 1 in this case) is given as follows:
F
(2)
d =
 F1 0
F2 0
 (B.2)
while the precoding matrix of the remaining stream (stream 2) can be formed as follows:
F(2)r =
 0 f1
0 −f2
 . (B.3)
However, because no detection/cancellation has taken place at the start of processing
stream 1 (ns = 1), hence, F
(1)
r = F and F
(1)
d is a zero matrix.
The signature sequence for MIMO system is formed by combining precoding with
the OVSF codes SOV SF such that SF = F⊗SOV SF ∈ CNTN×NSN . Simiarly, the MIMO
signature sequence set with precoding of the detected stream is formed as:
S
(ns)
d = F
(ns)
d ⊗ SOV SF (B.4)
and the signature sequence set of the remaining MIMO streams is formed as
S(ns)r = F
(ns)
r ⊗ SOV SF . (B.5)
Therefore, when ns = 1,S
(1)
r,ns = SF .
Assuming all the spreading sequences are used, the transmit signal of the current
symbol period is then given by:
z(ρ) =

z1(ρ)
z2(ρ)
...
zNT (ρ)

= SFAy(ρ) ∈ CNTN×1 (B.6)
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where y(ρ) is deﬁned in Equation (2.2) and A is deﬁned in Section 2.4. Similarly, the
transmit signal for the detected signal of the current symbol period is given by:
z
(ns)
d (ρ) =

z
(ns)
d,1 (ρ)
z
(ns)
d,2 (ρ)
...
z
(ns)
d,NT
(ρ)

= S
(ns)
d Ay(ρ) ∈ CNTN×1. (B.7)
Then, the entire packet containing N (x) transmit symbol for each ntht antenna can
be represented as:
znt =
[
znt(1), ..., znt(ρ), ..., znt(N
(x))
]
∈ CNN(x)×1 (B.8)
and for the detected signal at each ntht antenna for the n
th
s stream as:
z
(ns)
d,nt
=
[
z
(ns)
d,nt
(1), ..., z
(ns)
d,nt
(ρ), ..., z
(ns)
d,nt
(N (x))
]
∈ CNN(x)×1. (B.9)
Since there are no detected signals at the start of processing stream 1, z
(1)
d,nt
= 0NN(x) .
B.1 Channel
Given the channel impulse response between the ntht and n
th
r antenna paris as:
h(nrnt) =
[
h
(nrnt)
0 , ..., h
(nrnt)
L−1
]T
, (B.10)
the convolution matrix for this chip level formulation is formed as:
H(nr,nt)c =

h
(nrnt)
0 · · · h(nrnt)L−1 0 · · · 0
0 h
(nrnt)
0 · · · h(nrnt)L−1
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 h(nrnt)0 · · · h(nrnt)L−1

∈ CLf×(L+Lf−1)
(B.11)
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where Lf is the length of the MMSE ﬁlter (Lf = 30 was used in this thesis). The
overall MIMO channel is given as:
Hc =

H
(1,1)
c · · · H(1,NT )c
...
. . .
...
H
(NR,1)
c · · · H(NR,NT )c
 ∈ CNRLf×NT (L+Lf−1). (B.12)
The channel matrix with precoding is then given as:
HF = Hc(F⊗ ILf+L−1) ∈ CNRLf×NT (L+Lf−1) (B.13)
while the channel matrix with the precoding of the remaining (yet to be detected)
streams is given as:
H
(ns)
Fr
= Hc(F
(ns)
r ⊗ ILf+L−1) ∈ CNRLf×NT (L+Lf−1). (B.14)
Similarly, at the start of processing stream 1, i.e. ns = 1, H
(1)
Fr
= HF .
B.2 Receiver
The received signal of each nthr antenna is formed as a convolution of the transmitted
streams and the channel impulse responses as follows:
ro,nr = z1 ∗ h(nr1) + ...+ zNT ∗ h(nrNT ) + n ∈ C(NN
(x)+L−1)×1 (B.15)
where n is the noise vector. The detected signal for each nthr antenna at each n
th
s stream
is formed as:
r
(ns)
d,nr
= z
(ns)
d,1 ∗ h(nr1) + ...+ z(ns)d,NT ∗ h(nrNT ) + n ∈ C(NN
(x)+L−1)×1 (B.16)
while the yet to be detected signal for each nthr antenna at each n
th
s stream is given as:
r(ns)r,nr = ro,nr − r(ns)d,nr ∈ C(NN
(x)+L−1)×1. (B.17)
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This implies that at the start of processing stream 1, r
(1)
d,nr
= 0(NN(x)+L−1) and r
(1)
r,nr =
ro,nr .
B.2.1 MMSE Filter
The MMSE ﬁlter coeﬃcients of each MIMO stream is given as:
f (ns) =

f (ns)
1
...
f (ns)
NR
 ∈ CNRLf×1 (B.18)
where
f (ns)
nr
=
[
f (ns)nr (1), ..., f
(ns)
nr (Lf )
]
∈ CLf×1. (B.19)
These ﬁlter coeﬃcients are calculated as follows:
f (ns) =

f (ns)
1
...
f (ns)
NR
 = 1g(ns)
(
C(ns)r
)−1
H
(ns)
Fr
e(ns)τ (B.20)
where e
(ns)
τ is a vector with zeros except a single 1 at [(ns − 1) (Lf + L− 1) + (τ + 1)]th
element, with τ ≥ L representing the delay of the equalizer (τ = 20 was used in this
thesis); while C
(ns)
r is the covariance matrix given as:
C(ns)r =
Ec
Ns
(
H
(ns)
Fr
(
H
(ns)
Fr
)H)
+N0INRLf ∈ CNRLf×NRLf (B.21)
and g(ns) is the normalisation factor formed as follows:
g(ns) =
∣∣∣∣(H(ns)Fr e(ns)τ )H (C(ns)r )−1 H(ns)Fr e(ns)τ ∣∣∣∣ . (B.22)
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B.2.2 Estimation and Detection
The estimated signal (with delays) is formed by convoluting the yet to be detected
(remaining) received signals r
(ns)
r,nr with the conjugate of the ﬁlter coeﬃcients.
z
(ns)
est = r
(ns)
r,1 ∗
(
f (1,ns)
)∗
+ ...+ r
(ns)
r,Nr
∗
(
f (NR,ns)
)∗ ∈ C(N(x)N+L+Lf−2)×1. (B.23)
However, the above expression contains the delay samples. Therefore, to recover the
useful signal, the delay elements (ﬁrst τ samples) and the last (L+Lf − τ −2) samples
needs to be discarded as shown below:
zˆ
(ns)
est =
[
zˆ
(ns)
est,1, ..., zˆ
(ns)
est,N(x)N
]
=
[
z
(ns)
est,τ+1, ..., z
(ns)
est,τ+N(x)N1
]
(B.24)
=

zˆ
(ns)
est (1)
...
zˆ
(ns)
est (ρ)
...
zˆ
(ns)
est (N
(x))

∈ CNN(x) (B.25)
where zˆ
(ns)
est (ρ) ∈ CN
(x)×1 is the estimated signal of symbol period ρ. Then, form Z(ns)est
as follows:
Z
(ns)
est =
[
zˆ
(ns)
est (1), ..., zˆ
(ns)
est (ρ), ..., zˆ
(ns)
est (N
(x))
]
∈ CN×N(x) . (B.26)
The symbols are then recovered by multiplying Z
(ns)
est and the conjugate transpose of
OVSF codes SOV SF :
Xˆ(ns) =
(
SHOV SFZ
(ns)
est
)T ∈ CN(x)×N , (B.27)
and the Xˆ matrix can be formed as
Xˆ =
[
Xˆ(1), ..., Xˆ(ns), ..., Xˆ(NS)
]
∈ CN(x)×NsN . (B.28)
Appendix C
Supplementary Material for the
Testbedding System (Chapter 3)
In this appendix, further materials are provided that is related to the testbedding
system in Chapter 3. Firstly, an overview of testbeds and prototypes is described.
Then, a more detailed system model for the NI-PXIe testbed system used in thesis
is presented. Finally, more practical results for the EVA channel are shown in this
appendix to illustrate that the proposed SIC receiver achieves similar behaviour as
simulations not only in Pedestrian-A channel but also in EVA channel.
C.1 Overview of Testbeds and Prototypes
Experiments for wireless communications can be classiﬁed into three categories: demon-
strators, testbeds and prototypes [108] . Demonstrators are normally used for a concept
that has been ﬁnalised to show the technology to customers. Testbeds are more widely
used in research to verify developing algorithms under real-world conditions while pro-
viding scalability, modularity and extendability. A testbed system usually contains
a real-time wireless transmission, but the data are often stored for oine processing
in a higher level language. Since the processing is done oine in a higher level lan-
guage, it allows researchers to test the validity of their algorithms without requiring a
group of engineers to build a prototype. Prototypes are used as a proof of concept
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which involve more hardware processing and the processing functionalities are normally
performed in real-time. Channel emulators are often used in prototypes which make
repeatable experiments possible.
A testbed system can be divided into three main components [109]: the baseband
modules, RF front-ends and software development tools. The baseband modules in-
clude the host PC and digital hardware components such as ﬁeld-programmable gate
array (FPGA) which deals with baseband or intermediate frequency (IF) signals and
implement digital to analogue (DAC) and analogue to digital (ADC) converters. The
radio frequency (RF) front-ends are responsible to convert signals to baseband or IF to
RF and vice versa.
To meet the tight time-to-market constraints, and to enable short development
time in a prototype system without requiring a large group of engineers, the use of
rapid prototyping system by using the ﬁve one approach, which involves the use of
one team, one environment, one code, one documentation and one code revision tool
was proposed [66]. In addition, the use of automatic tools to convert high level codes
to lower design language are promoted to speed up the process and to avoid most
errors [66, 108] such as the use of tools in [110] which convert C into VHDL or to use
Mathworks tool suite combined with some VHDL code generators [111]. Similarly,
the experimental set up described in this thesis uses a high level language based on
LabVIEW which translates to VHDL to load the design in the FPGA boards. When
verifying a new algorithm in experimental testbed, the software development can be
divided into three processes [109] simulation, migrating simulation to testbed and real-
time implementation where each migration has to be carefully veriﬁed against the
previous step.
C.2 Further Details on the NI-PXIe Testbed
The system model for the testbed is illustrated in Figure C.1 where the system can be
divided into the host processing unit and the channel emulator hardware. The photo
of the tesbed is shown in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.1: Software & Hardware Processing Unit of the Rapid Prototyping System
The host processing unit uses high level LabVIEW language and its modulation
toolkit with ﬂoating point operations to handle signal generation, symbol mapping
and demapping and the modulation and demodulation for diﬀerent wireless standards.
In this thesis, these three operations are the same as the system model described in
Sections 2.2 (see page 35) and 3.1 (see page 67) for the HSDPA system. The pilot signal
is inserted after all the physical layer processing is done to enable channel estimation to
be carried out at the receiver irrespective of the wireless standard used. The combined
signal with both data and pilot are then passed to the channel processing unit. The
channel fading generation is done in the host, which is fed into the channel emulator
to be processed in FPGA for real-time processing. At the receiver, after the digital
signal processing, pulse shaping and frequency down converting the signal; the channel
estimation is carried out at the host and the pilot is removed. Based on the channel
information estimated, the receiver processing is carried out for non-SIC scheme as
shown in Figure 2.1 (page 36) , SIC as shown in Figure 3.1 (67). For the FPGA boards
in this testbed, both the FPGA functionalities and channel emulations are written in
LabVIEW language with Digital Filter Design toolkit and FPGA toolkit with ﬁxed
point operations. At the output of the host processing, after the transmit signals are
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Figure C.2: NI PXIe Hardware Platform
generated and pilot insertion in the host, the samples from the transmit vector ﬁrst
pass through a digital up converter (DUC) and a pulse shaping ﬁlter. This signal is
then sent through the RF channel. At the receiver, the channel gain is applied to the
signal which is then convolved with the channel coeﬃcients generated from the channel
fading generation block. After this, the signal is passed through a match ﬁlter and are
digital down converted (DDC). Then, the signal is ready to be passed back to the host
processing.
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C.3 Further Measurement Results over the EVA Channels
In Chapter 3, the comparison between MATLAB simulations, software channel emula-
tor and hardware channel emulator for the sum rate and the system throughput for the
EEER allocation with and without the SIC receiver over the Pedestrian-A channel was
described. In this appendix, the above comparisons over the EVA channels are pre-
sented. The PDP of the EVA channel is given in Table 3.4 in page 82. In Figure C.3,
the sum rate and EEER allocation with (non-SIC) MMSE receiver are shown; while in
Figure C.4 the sum rate and EEER allocation with SIC receiver are illustrated. Similar
to the case for the Pedestrian-A Channel in Chapter 3, the results transmitted over
the EVA channel further proves that the SIC receiver proposed in this thesis works as
expected in simulations even under experimental conditions.
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Appendix D
PCI Codebooks (Chapter 4)
The PCI codebooks for the MIMO system with two transmit antennas has been in-
troduced in Section 2.2.3. This section describes the PCI codebooks for the MIMO
systems with three and four transmit antennas. Here, each codeword is represented
by matrix Fn, where n represents the PCI index. The selected codeword, i.e. the
codeword that maximises the system value sum rate as deﬁned in Equation (2.35) in
page 46, will be represented by matrix F. With the precoding matrix F, the MIMO
spreading sequences are formed by using SF = F ⊗ SOV SF . The PCI codebooks for
the HSDPA system is only available for two and four transmit antennas. Hence, the
WiMAX codebook is used for the case with three transmit antennas. The next part
will describe the PCI codebook for three transmit antennas.
D.1 PCI Codebook for Three Transmit Antennas
For a system with three transmit antennas, the WiMAX codebook deﬁned in [112] is
used. The codebook is formed using vectors un as deﬁned in Table D.1. Based on
these parameters, the codebook for the three-transmit-antenna scheme is formulated
as follows:
1. Given un for n = 0, ..., N − 1 in Table D.1 for NT = 3.
2. Form wn = un − e, for n = 0, ..., N − 1, where e = [1, 0, 0]T ∈ RNT×1.
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3. Form the codebook using the formula
Fn =
 INTINT − 2wnwHn /wHn wn
n = 0
n 6= 0
 . (D.1)
4. If only two (or one) transmission streams are used in the transmit diversity mode,
the codebook will select the last two (or one) of the codebook.
Table D.1: PCI Codebook for Three Transmit Antennas
PCI Index un
0 u0 = [1, 0, 0]
T
1 u1 = [0.5,−0.7201− j0.3126, 0.2483− j0.2684]T
2 u2 = [0.5,−0.0659 + j0.1371,−0.6283− j0.5763]T
3 u3 = [0.5,−0.0063 + j0.6527, 0.4621− j0.3321]T
4 u4 = [0.5, 0.7171 + j0.3202,−0.2533 + j0.2626]T
5 u5 = [0.4954, 0.4819− j0.4517, 0.2963− j0.4801]T
6 u6 = [0.5, 0.0686− j0.1386, 0.62 + j0.5845]T
7 u7 = [0.5,−0.0054− j0.6540,−0.4566 + j0.3374]T
D.2 PCI Codebook for Four Transmit Antennas
The precoding codebook for four transmit antennas is formed by using householder
reﬂection or unitary householder (HH) matrix, given as
Fn = I4 − 2unuHn /uHn un for n = 0, 1, .., N − 1. (D.2)
where N = 16. The codewords of diﬀerent ranks are constructed as follows:
1. Form the vectors un for n = 0, .., N − 1 according to Table D.2.
2. Form the unitary household matrix Fn = I4 − 2unuHn /uHn un for n = 0, .., N − 1.
3. According to the rank chosen, formulate the codewords F by selecting the appro-
priate columns of Fn as indicated on the superscript F
order
n . For example, F
{3214}
2
means reordering the columns of F2 to the order 3, 2, 1, 4.
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Table D.2: LTE System with Four Transmit Antennas
Codebook Codeword No. of Layers
Index un 1 2 3 4
0 u0 = [1,−1,−1,−1]T F{1}0 F{14}0 F{124}0 F{1234}0
1 u1 = [1,−j, 1, j]T F{1}1 F{12}1 F{123}1 F{1234}1
2 u2 = [1, 1,−1, 1]T F{1}2 F{12}2 F{123}2 F{3214}2
3 u3 = [1, j, 1,−j]T F{1}3 F{12}3 F{123}3 F{3214}3
4 u4 = [1, (−1− j)/
√
2,−j, (1− j)/√2]T F{1}4 F{14}4 F{124}4 F{1234}4
5 u5 = [1, (1− j)/
√
2, j, (−1− j)/√2]T F{1}5 F{14}5 F{124}5 F{1234}5
6 u6 = [1, (1 + j)/
√
2,−j, (−1 + j)/√2]T F{1}6 F{13}6 F{134}6 F{1324}6
7 u7 = [1, (−1 + j)/
√
2, j, (1 + j)/
√
2]T F
{1}
7 F
{13}
7 F
{134}
7 F
{1324}
7
8 u8 = [1,−1, 1, 1]T F{1}8 F{12}8 F{124}8 F{1234}8
9 u9 = [1,−j,−1,−j]T F{1}9 F{14}9 F{134}9 F{1234}9
10 u10 = [1, 1, 1,−1]T F{1}10 F{13}10 F{123}10 F{1324}10
11 u11 = [1, j,−1, j]T F{1}11 F{13}11 F{134}11 F{1324}11
12 u12 = [1,−1,−1, 1]T F{1}12 F{12}12 F{123}12 F{1234}12
13 u13 = [1,−1, 1,−1]T F{1}13 F{13}13 F{123}13 F{1324}13
14 u14 = [1, 1,−1,−1]T F{1}14 F{13}14 F{123}14 F{3214}14
15 u15 = [1, 1, 1, 1]
T F
{1}
15 F
{12}
15 F
{123}
15 F
{1234}
15
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